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II

(Non-legislative acts)

REGULATIONS

COUNCIL IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2022/427 

of 15 March 2022

implementing Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions 
undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,

Having regard to Council Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of 
actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (1), and in particular 
Article 14(1) thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy,

Whereas:

(1) On 17 March 2014, the Council adopted Regulation (EU) No 269/2014.

(2) The Union remains unwavering in its support for Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

(3) On 24 February 2022, the President of the Russian Federation announced a military operation in Ukraine and 
Russian armed forces began an attack on Ukraine. That attack is a blatant violation of the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

(4) In its conclusions of 24 February 2022, the European Council condemned in the strongest possible terms the 
Russian Federation’s unprovoked and unjustified military aggression against Ukraine. By its illegal military actions, 
Russia is grossly violating international law and the principles of the United Nations Charter, and undermining 
European and global security and stability. The European Council agreed on further restrictive measures that will 
impose massive and severe consequences on Russia for its actions, in close coordination with the Union’s partners 
and allies.

(5) On 25 February 2022, the Council adopted Regulation (EU) 2022/330 (2), which amended the criteria of 
designation to include persons and entities supporting and benefitting from the Government of the Russian 
Federation, persons and entities providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian 
Federation, and natural or legal persons associated with listed persons or entities.

(6) In view of the gravity of the situation, the Council considers that 15 individuals and 9 entities should be added to the 
list of persons, entities and bodies subject to restrictive measures as set out in Annex I to Regulation (EU) 
No 269/2014.

(1) OJ L 78, 17.3.2014 p. 6.
(2) Council Regulation (EU) 2022/330 of 25 February 2022 amending Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 concerning restrictive measures in 

respect of actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (OJ L 51, 25.2.2022, 
p. 1).
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(7) Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1

Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 269/2014 is amended in accordance with the Annex to this Regulation.

Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the date of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 15 March 2022.

For the Council
The President

J.-Y. LE DRIAN
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ANNEX 

The following persons and entities are added to the list of natural and legal persons, entities and bodies set out in Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 269/2014:

Persons

Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

‘879 Roman Arkadyevich 
ABRAMOVICH (Russian: 
Роман Аркадьевич 
Абрамович)

Oligarch close to Vladimir Putin. Major 
shareholder of Evraz. Former governor of 
Chukotka.
DOB: 24.10.1966
POB: Saratov, Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian
Gender: Male
Associated individuals: Vladimir Putin
Associated entities: Chelsea F.C., Evraz 
Group SA, LLC Evraz Holding, Millhouse 
Capital.

Roman Abramovich is a Russian oligarch who has long and close ties to Vladimir Putin. 
He has had privileged access to the president, and has maintained very good relations 
with him. This connection with the Russian leader helped him to maintain his 
considerable wealth. He is a major shareholder of the steel group Evraz, which is one of 
Russia’s largest taxpayers.
He has therefore been benefitting from Russian decision-makers responsible for the 
annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation of Ukraine. He is also one of the leading 
Russian businesspersons involved in economic sectors providing a substantial source of 
revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the 
annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

880 German Borisovich KHAN 
(Russian: Герман Борисович 
Хан)

Oligarch close to Vladimir Putin. One of the 
main shareholders of the Alfa Group
DOB: 24.10.1961
POB: Kyiv, Ukraine
Nationality: Russian
Gender: Male
Associated individuals: Vladimir Putin, 
Mikhail Fridman, Petr Aven, Alexey 
Kuzmichev
Associated entities: Alfa Group, Alfa Bank

German Khan is a major shareholder of the Alfa Group conglomerate, which includes 
Alfa Bank, one of Russia’s largest taxpayers. He is believed to be one of the most 
influential persons in Russia. Like other Alfa Bank owners (Mikhail Fridman and Petr 
Aven), he maintains a close relationship with Vladimir Putin and continues to trade 
significant favours with him. Alfa Group owners receive business and legal benefits out 
of this relationship. Vladimir Putin’s eldest daughter Maria ran a charity project, Alfa- 
Endo, which was funded by Alfa Bank. Vladimir Putin rewarded Alfa Group’s loyalty to 
the Russian authorities by providing political help to Alfa Group foreign investment 
plans.
He has therefore been actively supporting materially or financially and benefitting from 
Russian decision-makers responsible for the annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation 
of Ukraine. He is also one of the leading Russian business persons involved in economic 
sectors providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian 
Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation 
of Ukraine.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

881 Viktor Filippovich 
RASHNIKOV (Russian: 
Виктор Филиппович 
Рашников)

Oligarch. Owner, chairman of the Board of 
Directors and chairman of the Committee for 
Strategic Planning of the Magnitogorsk Iron 
& Steel Works (MMK).
DOB: 3.10.1948
POB: Magnitorsk, Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian
Gender: Male
Associated entities: Magnitogorsk Iron & 
Steel Works (MMK)

Viktor Rashnikov is a leading Russian oligarch who is owner and chairman of the Board 
of Directors of the Magnitogorsk Iron & Steel Works (MMK) company. MMK is one of 
Russia’s largest taxpayers. The tax burden on the company increased lately, resulting in 
considerably higher proceeds to the Russian state budget.
He is therefore a leading Russian businessperson involved in economic sectors providing 
a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

882 Alexey Viktorovich 
KUZMICHEV (Russian: 
Алексей Викторович 
Кузьмичёв)

Oligarch close to Vladimir Putin. One of the 
main shareholders of the Alfa Group.
DOB: 15.10.1962
POB: Kirov, Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian
Gender: Male
Associated individuals: Vladimir Putin, 
Mikhail Fridman, Petr Aven, German Khan
Associated entities: Alfa Group, Alfa Bank

Alexey Kuzmichev is a major shareholder of the Alfa Group conglomerate, which 
includes Alfa Bank, one of Russia’s largest taxpayers. He is believed to be one of the most 
influential persons in Russia. He has well established ties to the Russian president. 
Vladimir Putin’s eldest daughter Maria ran a charity project, Alfa-Endo, which was 
funded by Alfa Bank. Vladimir Putin rewarded Alfa Group’s loyalty to the Russian 
authorities by providing political help to Alfa Group foreign investment plans.
He has therefore been actively supporting materially or financially and benefitting from 
Russian decision-makers responsible for the annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation 
of Ukraine. He is also a leading Russian business person involved in economic sectors 
providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, 
which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

883 Alexander Alexandrovich 
MIKHEEV (Russian: 
Александр Александрович 
Михеев)

CEO of the JSC Rosoboronexport
DOB: 18.11.1961
POB: Moscow, Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian
Gender: Male
Associated individuals: Sergey Chemezov
Associated entities: Rosoboronexport, 
Rostec, Federal Service of Military-Technical 
Cooperation

Alexander Mikheev is the CEO of Rosoboronexport, Russia’s only official State 
intermediary for the export and import of military and dual-use products, technologies 
and services. Rosoboronexport is a subsidiary company of Rostec, a state owned 
corporation that oversees the research and development of military technologies, and 
owns several production facilities which play an instrumental role in the deployment of 
those technologies into operation on the battlefield. Arms sales provide an important 
source of revenue to the Russian government. They are also used to advance Russia’s 
economic and strategic objectives. From 2000 to 2020 Rosoboronexport sold USD 180 
billion worth of arms to foreign customers.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

He is therefore a leading businessperson involved in economic sectors providing a 
substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

884 Alexander Nikolayevich 
SHOKHIN 
(Russian: Александр 
Николаевич ШОХИН)

President of the Russian Union of 
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs
Deputy Chairman of Mechel PAO’s Board of 
Directors
Member of the Bureau of the Supreme 
Council of political party “United Russia”
DOB: 25.12.1951
POB: Savinskoye, Kirillovsky District, 
Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian
Gender: male

Alexander Nikolayevich Shokhin is the president of the Russian Union of Industrialists 
and Entrepreneurs – a lobby group, which promotes the interests of business in Russia. 
He is also a Deputy Chairman of Mechel PAO’s Board of Directors – one of the leading 
Russian mining and metals companies, which generates a source of revenue for the 
Government of the Russian Federation.
After the annexation of Crimea by Russia, Shokhin publicly expressed a need to direct 
more Russian investment to Crimea in order to override possible economic blockade by 
the West. On 24 February 2022, Shokhin attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin 
with Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend that meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine.

15.3.2022

It also shows that he is one of the leading business persons involved in economic sectors 
providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of Russia, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

885 Andrey Valerievich RYUMIN  
(Russian:Андрей Валерьевич 
Рюмин)

Executive Director of Rosseti PJSC (formerly, 
until August 2014, known as Russian Grids), 
Chairman of Board
DOB: 12.06.1980
Nationality: Russian
Gender: male

Andrey Ryumin the executive director of Rosseti PJSC, a company controlled by the 
Russian state, which is an operator of energy grids, provides technological connection 
services, electricity transmission and distribution services in Russia.
Rosseti PJSC constructed “The “Port” substation, which provides railway traction of the 
Crimean Bridge, and feeds the dry cargo part of the Taman sea port, as well as highways, 
in particular, the M25 Novorossiysk-Kerch Strait highway.

15.3.2022

On 24 February 2022, Ryumin attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin with 
Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend that meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine.
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

It also shows that he is one of the leading business persons involved in the economic 
sector, which provides a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian 
Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of 
Ukraine.

886 Armen Sumbatovich 
GASPARYAN (Russian: 
Армен Сумбатович 
ГAСПАРЯН)

Publicist, propagandist, member of “Russia 
Today” board
DOB: 04.07.1975
POB: Moscow, Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian

Armen Gasparyan runs his own show “Nablyudenye” for Russian media outlet Sputnik 
and a radio show on “Vesti FM”. He also publishes books and audiobooks and acts as an 
expert in radio show “Polnyi kontakt” (“Full contact”) of another propagandist Vladimir 
Solovyov.
Gasparian has consistently propagated narratives in line with the Kremlin’s propaganda. 
He has used logical fallacies to explain international affairs, denied Ukrainian 
sovereignty over Crimea, and defended Russia’s actions in the Kerch Strait when it 
captured a Ukrainian ship.

15.3.2022

Gender: male He continues to publish pro-Russian propaganda related to the Russian invasion of 
Ukraine and actively denies Ukraine’s sovereignty.
He is therefore actively supporting actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and 
security in Ukraine.

887 Artyom/ Artem 
Grigoryevich SHEYNIN  
(Russian:Артём Григорьевич 
ШЕЙНИН)

Russian propagandist and presenter of talk 
show “Vremya Pokazhet” (“Time will tell”) on 
the state-controlled Channel One (Russian: 
Первый канал)
DOB: 26.01.1966
POB: Moscow, Russian Federation
Gender: male
Nationality: Russian

Artyom Sheynin is a Russian propagandist and presenter of talk show “Vremya 
Pokazhet” (“Time will tell”) on the state-controlled TV Channel One. He made statements 
in support of the illegal annexation of Crimea and recognition of the independence of 
the so-called Donetsk and Lugansk People’s Republics. In his live broadcasts, Sheynin 
promotes ethnic hatred between Ukrainians and Russians, denies the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of Ukraine, and slanders Putin’s opponents in Russia.
Talking about 24 February 2022, the day of the Russian full-scale unjustified military 
aggression against Ukraine, Sheynin stated that the Russian operation in Ukraine was 
inevitable and its purpose was to force the Ukrainian authorities to maintain peace.
He is therefore actively supporting actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and 
security in Ukraine.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

888 Dmitry Yevgenevich 
KULIKOV (Russian:Дмитрий 
Евгеньевич КУЛИКОВ)

Expert of the RF State Duma Committee on 
CIS Affairs and Relations with Compatriots.
Film producer, TV and radio presenter.
Member of the Public Council under the 
Ministry of Defence of the Russian 
Federation
DOB: 18.11.1967
POB: Shakhtyorsk, Donbas region, Ukraine
Nationality: Russian
Gender: male

Dmitry Kulikov is a pro-Kremlin propagandist. He made public comments on the state- 
owned TV channels in line with the Kremlin’s narrative on the situation in Donbas 
region. He also justified the actions of Russian authorities threatening the integrity and 
territorial sovereignty of Ukraine, such as the suspension of the implementation of the 
Minsk Agreements or the decision to recognise the “independent republics of Donbas 
and Luhansk”.
He is therefore actively supporting actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and 
security in Ukraine.

15.3.2022

889 Konstantin Lvovich ERNST 
(Russian: Константин 
Львович ЭРНСТ)

CEO of Channel One Russia (Russian: 
Первый канал)
DOB: 06.02.1961
POB: Moscow, Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian
Gender: male

Konstantin Ernst is the CEO of Channel One Russia – one of the largest Russian media 
companies, which has been used for propaganda purposes by the Russian authorities for 
many years. In this position, he is responsible for organising and disseminating anti- 
Ukrainian propaganda of the Russian authorities.
He also received the highest State awards, including the orders For Services to the 
Fatherland, the Order of Friendship, letters of appreciation and prizes from the 
government and the President of the Russian Federation, as well as the medal “To the 
participant in the military operation in Syria”.
He is therefore supporting actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and 
security in Ukraine. He is also one of the leading business persons involved in economic 
sectors providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of Russia, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

890 Marina Vladimirovna 
SECHINA (Russian:Марина 
Владимировна СЕЧИНА)

Owner of LLC “Stankoflot”
DOB: 1962
Nationality: Russian
Gender: female

Marina Sechina is a former wife of Igor Sechin, the CEO of Rosneft. She has used 
connections with various actors in the Russian government and Russian business 
structures, including with her former husband, for personal benefit.
Businesses owned by Sechina participated in the preparation of the Winter Olympic 
Games in Sochi in 2014. She owns LLC “Stankoflot”, which receives contracts without 
tender with the State Corporation for Assistance to Development, Production and 
Export of Advanced Technology Industrial Product (Rostec). Moreover, she is Head of 
FTSSR CJSC and owner of a stake in RK-Telekom.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

She is therefore benefitting from Russian decision-makers responsible for the 
annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation of Ukraine and benefitting from the 
Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of 
Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

891 Suleyman Abusaidovich 
KERIMOV (Russian: 
Сулейман Абусаидович 
КЕРИМОВ)

Owner of the financial and industrial group 
Nafta Moscow
Member of the Council of the Federation 
from the Republic of Dagestan
DOB: 12.03.1966
POB: Derbent, Dagestan, Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian
Gender: Male

Suleyman Kerimov is the owner of the financial and industrial group Nafta Moscow. The 
net worth of Kerimov and his family is estimated at USD 9,8 billion. He received large 
sums of money from Sergei Roldugin, who is the caretaker of Vladimir Putin’s wealth.
On 24 February 2022, Kerimov attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin with 
Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend this meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine.

15.3.2022

He is therefore a leading businessperson involved in economic sectors providing a 
substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

892 Tigran Oganesovich 
KHUDAVERDYAN  
(Russian:Тигран Оганесович 
ХУДАВЕРДЯН)

Executive Director & Deputy CEO at Yandex 
NV
DOB: 28.12.1981
POB: Yerevan, Armenia
Nationality: Armenian
Gender; male

Tigran Khudaverdyan is the executive director of Yandex – one of the leading technology 
companies in Russia, which specializes in intelligent products and services powered by 
machine learning. Yandex’s former head of news accused the company of being a “key 
element in hiding information” from Russians about the war in Ukraine. Moreover, the 
company has been warning Russian users looking for news about Ukraine on its search 
engine of unreliable information on the internet, after the Russian Government 
threatened Russian media over what they publish.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

On 24 February 2022, Khudaveryan attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin with 
Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend that meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine. 
Furthermore, he is one of the leading business persons involved in economic sectors 
providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, 
which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

893 Vladimir Valerievich 
RASHEVSKY / Vladimir 
Valeryevich RASHEVSKIY
(Russian: Владимир 
Валерьевич РАШЕВСКИЙ)

Chief Executive Officer & Director at 
EuroChem Group AG
DOB: 29.09.1973
POB: Moscow, Russian Federation
Nationality: Russian
Gender: male

Vladimir Rashevsky is the CEO and Director of EuroChem Group AG, one of the world’s 
largest producers of mineral fertilisers. Previously (between 2004 and 2020) he was the 
CEO of a coal company JSC SUEK. These are major Russian companies, co-owned by 
Russian billionaire Andrei Melnichenko, which generate and provide substantial revenue 
to the Russian government. They also cooperate with Russian authorities, including 
Vladimir Putin. EuroChem Group companies supplied ammonia nitrate to the occupied 
areas of Donbas. SUEK signed contracts with Crimean sanatoriums for employee’s 
health programs.
He is therefore supporting, materially or financially, or benefitting from the Government 
of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the 
destabilisation of Ukraine.
On 24 February 2022, Rashevsky attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin with 
Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend that meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine.

15.3.2022’
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Entities

Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

‘57 ROSNEFT AERO (RN AERO) 
(Russian: Роснефть-Аэро / 
РН-Аэро)

Address: 15, Malaya Kaluzhskaya Str., 
Moscow, 119071, Russian Federation
Telephone: +7 (499) 517-76-56;  
+7 (499) 517-76-55 (fax)
Website: https://www.rosneft-aero.ru/en/
Email: info@rn-aero.rosneft.ru

Rosneft Aero delivers jet fuel to the Simferopol Airport, which provides air flight 
connection between the territory of the illegally annexed Crimea and Sevastopol and 
Russia. It thus contributes to the consolidation of the Crimean Peninsula into the 
Russian Federation.
Therefore, Rosneft Aero supports, materially or financially, actions which undermine or 
threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

58 JSC ROSOBORONEXPORT 
(Russian: AO 
Рособоронэкспорт)

Address: 27 Stromynka Str., Moscow, 
107076, Russian Federation
Telephone: +7 (495) 739 60 17 /  
+7 (495) 534 61 40
Website: http://roe.ru/eng/
Email: roe@roe.ru

Rosoboronexport is Russia’s only official state intermediary for the export and import of 
military and dual-use products, technologies and services. Rosoboronexport is a 
subsidiary company of Rostec, a state owned corporation that oversees the research and 
development of military technologies, and owns several production facilities which play 
an instrumental role in the deployment of those technologies into operation on the 
battlefield. Arms sales provide an important source of hard currency to the Russian 
government. They are also used to advance Russia’s economic and strategic objectives. 
From 2000 to 2020 Rosoboronexport sold USD 180 billion worth of arms to foreign 
customers.
Therefore, Rosoboronexport is involved in economic sectors providing a substantial 
source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for 
the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

59 JSC NPO High Precision 
Systems (Russian: АО НПО 
Высокоточные комплексы)

Address: 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow, 121059, 
Russian Federation
Telephone:+7 (495) 981-92-77  
fax: +7 (495) 981-92-78
Email: npovk@npovk.ru
Website: https://www.npovk.ru

High Precision Systems is a Russian developer and manufacturer of weapons. It is a 
leader in the engineering and production of tactical ballistic missile systems in Russia. 
High Precision Systems is a Rostec subsidiary.
The Russian Armed Forces used weapons produced by the High Precision Systems 
during the illegal Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022. Therefore, High Precision 
Systems is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions which 
undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of 
Ukraine.

15.3.2022
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60 JSC Kurganmashzavod 
(Russian: ПАО 
Курганмашзавод)

Address: 17 1J Mashinostroitely Ave., 
640021, Kurgan, Russian Federation
Telephone: +7 (3522) 23-20-83,  
+7 (3522) 47-19-99;  
Fax: +7 (3522) 23-20-71,  
+7 (3522) 23-20-82
Email: kmz@kmz.ru
Website: https://www.kurganmash.ru

Kurganmashzavod is a major Russian military-industrial-complex company. The BMP-3 
infantry fighting vehicles delivered by the Kurganmashzavod to the Russian Armed 
Forces were used by Russia during the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022.
Therefore, Kurganmashzavod is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

61 JSC Russian Helicopters 
(Russian: AO Вертолеты 
России)

Address: 1 Bolshaya Pionerskaya Str., 
115054, Moscow, Russian Federation
Telephone: +7 (495) 981-63-67
Website:http://www.russianhelicopters.aero
Email: info@rhc.aero

Russian Helicopters is a major Russian helicopter manufacturing company. The Ka-52 
“Alligator” military helicopters produced by Russian Helicopters were used by Russia 
during the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022.
Therefore, Russian Helicopters is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

62 PJSC United Aircraft 
Corporation (Russian: ПАО 
Объединённая 
авиастроительная 
корпорация)

Address: 1 Bolshaya. Pionerskaya Str., 
115054, Moscow, Russian Federation
Telephone: +7 (495) 926-1420
Website: https://www.uacrussia.ru/
Email: office@uacrussia.ru

United Aircraft Corporation is a Russian manufacturer of civil and military aircraft. 
Together with its affiliate companies it controls 100 % of Russia’s military aircraft 
production.
The fighter aircraft produced by United Aircraft Corporation were used by Russia during 
the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022.
Therefore, United Aircraft Corporation is responsible for supporting, materially or 
financially, actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty 
and independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

63 JSC United Shipbuilding 
Corporation (Russian: АО 
Объединённая 
Судостроительная 
Корпорация)

Address: 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str., 
Moscow 115184, Russian Federation
Telephone: +7 495 617 33 00
Website: https://www.aoosk.ru
Email: info@aoosk.ru

The United Shipbuilding Corporation is a Russian state-owned shipbuilding 
conglomerate, which is the main provider of military warships to the Russian Navy. It 
owns multiple shipyards and design bureaus.
The “Pyotr Morgunov” project 11711 large landing ship, built by the United 
Shipbuilding Corporation, took part in the illegal Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022. 
The “Vasily Bykov” project 22160 patrol ship of the Black Sea Fleet, designed by United 
Shipbuilding Corporation, also participated in the Russian aggression against Ukraine.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

Furthermore, “Almaz” design bureau, owned by the United Shipbuilding Corporation, 
developed the project 22800 corvettes, some of which were built at the shipyards 
located on the territory of the illegally annexed Crimea and Sevastopol, which 
contributed to the militarization of the Crimean Peninsula.
Therefore, JSC United Shipbuilding Corporation is responsible for supporting, 
materially or financially, actions, which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

64 JSC Research and Production 
Corporation 
URALVAGONZAVOD 
(Russian: АО “Научно- 
производственная 
корпорация УралВагонЗавод”

Address: 28 Vostochnoe shosse., 622007, 
Nizhny Tagil, Sverdlovsk region, Russian 
Federation
Telephone: +7 3435 34 5000;  
+7 3435 33 47 12
Email: web@uvz.ru
Website: http://uralvagonzavod.ru

Uralvagonzavod is a large Russian machine building corporation. It is the only military 
tank manufacturer in Russia.
The T-72B3 tanks delivered by Uralvagonzavod to the Russian Armed Forces were used 
by Russia during the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022. Therefore, Uralvagonzavod is 
responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions which undermine or 
threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

65 JSC Zelenodolsk Shipyard [A. 
M. Gorky Zelenodolsk Plant] 
(Russian: АО 
“Зеленодольский завод имени 
А. М. Горького”

Address: 5, Zavodskaya Str., 422546 
Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan, Russian 
Federation
Telephone:+7 (84371) 5-76-10,  
Fax: +7 (84371) 5-78-00
Website: https://www.zdship.ru
Email: nfo@zdship.ru

Zelenodolsk Shipyard is one of the largest shipbuilding enterprises in Russia. It built the 
“Vasily Bykov” Black Sea Fleet patrol ship, which took part in the illegal Russian invasion 
of Ukraine in 2022. On 24 February 2022 “Vasily Bykov” attacked Ukrainian soldiers 
defending Snake Island.
Therefore, Zelenodolsk Shipyard is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermine or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EU) 2022/428 

of 15 March 2022

amending Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's actions 
destabilising the situation in Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in particular Article 215 thereof,

Having regard to Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/430 of 15 March 2022 amending Decision 2014/512/CFSP concerning 
restrictive measures in view of Russia’s actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine (1),

Having regard to the joint proposal of the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and of 
the European Commission,

Whereas:

(1) On 31 July 2014, the Council adopted Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 (2).

(2) Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 gives effect to certain measures provided for in Council Decision 2014/512/CFSP (3).

(3) On 15 March 2022, the Council adopted Decision (CFSP) 2022/430, amending Decision 2014/512/CFSP and 
introducing further trade restrictions concerning iron and steel, as well as luxury goods.

(4) Decision (CFSP) 2022/430 expands the list of persons connected to Russia’s defence and industrial base, on whom 
tighter export restrictions regarding dual-use goods and technology as well as goods and technology which might 
contribute to the technological enhancement of Russia’s defence and security sector are imposed.

(5) Decision (CFSP) 2022/430 also imposes prohibitions targeting new investments in the Russian energy sector, as well 
as a comprehensive export restriction on equipment, technology and services for the energy industry in Russia, with 
the exception of the nuclear industry and the downstream sector of energy transport.

(6) Decision (CFSP) 2022/430 prohibits all transactions with certain state-owned companies which are already subject 
to refinancing restrictions.

(7) Decision (CFSP) 2022/430 also prohibits the provision of credit rating services and bans access to any subscription 
services in relation to credit rating activities to Russian clients.

(8) These measures fall within the scope of the Treaty and, therefore, in particular with a view to ensuring their uniform 
application in all Member States, regulatory action at the level of the Union is necessary.

(9) Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 should therefore be amended accordingly,

(1) OJ L 87 I, 15.3.2022.
(2) Council Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's actions destabilising the 

situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 1).
(3) Council Decision 2014/512/CFSP of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's actions destabilising the 

situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 13).
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1

Regulation (EU) No 833/2014 is amended as follows:

(1) in Article 1, the following points are added:

‘(s) ‘credit rating’ means an opinion regarding the creditworthiness of an entity, a debt or financial obligation, debt 
security, preferred share or other financial instrument, or of an issuer of such a debt or financial obligation, debt 
security, preferred share or other financial instrument, issued using an established and defined ranking system of 
rating categories;

(t) ‘credit rating activities’ means data and information analysis and the evaluation, approval, issuing and review of 
credit ratings.

(u) ‘energy sector’ means a sector covering the following activities with the exception of civil nuclear related activities:

(i) the exploration, production, distribution within Russia or mining of crude oil, natural gas or solid fossil fuels, 
the refining of fuels, the liquefaction of natural gas or regasification;

(ii) the manufacture or distribution within Russia of solid fossil fuel products, refined petroleum products or gas; 
or

(iii) the construction of facilities or installation of equipment for, or the provision of services, equipment or 
technology for, activities related to power generation or electricity production.’;

(2) in Article 2(7), the following point is added:

‘(iii) the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1 or the provision of related 
technical or financial assistance is intended for the energy sector, unless such a sale, supply, transfer or export or 
the related technical or financial assistance is allowed under the exceptions referred to in paragraphs 3 to 6 of 
Article 3.’;

(3) in Article 2a(7) the following point is added:

‘(iii) the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1 or the provision of related 
technical or financial assistance is intended for the energy sector, unless such a sale, supply, transfer or export or 
the related technical or financial assistance is allowed under the exceptions referred to in paragraphs 3 to 6 of 
Article 3.’;

(4) in Article 2b(1), the introductory wording is replaced by the following:

‘1. With regard to the natural or legal persons, entities or bodies listed in Annex IV, by way of derogation from 
Article 2(1) and (2) and Article 2a(1) and (2), and without prejudice to the authorisation requirements pursuant to 
Regulation (EU) 2021/821, the competent authorities may only authorise the sale, supply, transfer or export of dual 
use goods and technology, and goods and technology listed in Annex VII, or the provision of related technical or 
financial assistance after having determined that:’;

(5) Article 3 is replaced by the following:

‘Article 3

1. It shall be prohibited to sell, supply, transfer or export, directly or indirectly, goods or technology, as listed in 
Annex II, whether or not originating in the Union, to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia, including 
its Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf, or for use in Russia, including its Exclusive Economic Zone and 
Continental Shelf.

2. It shall be prohibited to:

(a) provide technical assistance, brokering services or other services related to the goods and technology referred to 
in paragraph 1 and to the provision, manufacture, maintenance and use of those goods and technology, directly 
or indirectly to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia, or for use in Russia;
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(b) provide financing or financial assistance related to the goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1 for any 
sale, supply, transfer or export of those goods and technology, or for the provision of related technical assistance, 
brokering services or other services, directly or indirectly to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia, 
or for use in Russia.

3. The prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods or 
technology, or to the provision of technical or financial assistance, necessary for:

(a) the transport of fossil fuels, in particular coal, oil and natural gas, from or through Russia into the Union; or

(b) the urgent prevention or mitigation of an event likely to have a serious and significant impact on human health 
and safety or the environment.

4. The prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the execution until 17 September 2022 of an 
obligation arising from a contract concluded before 16 March 2022, or ancillary contracts necessary for the 
execution of such a contract, provided that the competent authority has been informed at least five working days in 
advance.

5. The prohibitions in paragraph 2 shall not apply to the provision of insurance or reinsurance to any legal person, 
entity or body that is incorporated or constituted under the law of a Member State with regard to its activities outside 
the energy sector in Russia.

6. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities may authorise, under such conditions 
as they deem appropriate, the sale, supply, transfer or export and the provision of technical or financial assistance, 
after having determined that:

(a) it is necessary for ensuring critical energy supply within the Union; or

(b) it is intended for the exclusive use of entities owned, or solely or jointly controlled by a legal person, entity or 
body which is incorporated or constituted under the law of a Member State.

7. The Member State or Member States concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of 
any authorisation granted under paragraph 6 within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(6) Article 3a is replaced by the following:

‘Article 3a

1. It shall be prohibited to:

(a) acquire any new or extend any existing participation in any legal person, entity or body incorporated or 
constituted under the law of Russia or any other third country and operating in the energy sector in Russia;

(b) grant or be part of any arrangement to grant any new loan or credit or otherwise provide financing, including 
equity capital, to any legal person, entity or body incorporated or constituted under the law of Russia or any 
other third country and operating in the energy sector in Russia, or for the documented purpose of financing 
such a legal person, entity or body;

(c) create any new joint venture with any legal person, entity or body incorporated or constituted under the law of 
Russia or any other third country and operating in the energy sector in Russia;

(d) provide investment services directly related to the activities referred to in points (a), (b) and (c).

2. By way of derogation from paragraph 1, the competent authorities may authorise, under such conditions as 
they deem appropriate, any activity referred to in paragraph 1 after having determined that:

(a) it is necessary for ensuring critical energy supply within the Union, as well as the transport of fossil fuels, in 
particular coal, oil and natural gas, from or through Russia into the Union; or

(b) it exclusively concerns a legal person, entity or body operating in the energy sector in Russia owned by a legal 
person, entity or body which is incorporated or constituted under the law of a Member State.
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3. The Member State or Member States concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of 
any authorisation granted under paragraph 2 within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(7) in Article 3e, paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:

‘1. The Network Manager for air traffic management network functions of the single European sky shall support 
the Commission and the Member States in ensuring the implementation of, and compliance with, Article 3d. The 
Network Manager shall, in particular, reject all flight plans filed by aircraft operators indicating an intent to carry out 
activities over the territory of the Union that constitute a violation of this Regulation, such that the pilot is not 
permitted to fly.’;

(8) the following Articles are inserted:

‘Article 3g

1. It shall be prohibited:

(a) to import, directly or indirectly, iron and steel products as listed in Annex XVII into the Union if they:

(i) originate in Russia; or

(ii) have been exported from Russia;

(b) to purchase, directly or indirectly, iron and steel products as listed in Annex XVII which are located or which 
originated in Russia;

(c) to transport iron and steel products as listed in Annex XVII if they originated in Russia or are being exported from 
Russia to any other country;

(d) to provide, directly or indirectly, technical assistance, brokering services, financing or financial assistance, 
including financial derivatives, as well as insurance and re-insurance, related to the prohibitions in points (a), (b) 
and (c).

2. The prohibitions in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 17 June 2022 of contracts concluded 
before 16 March 2022, or ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

Article 3h

1. It shall be prohibited to sell, supply, transfer or export, directly or indirectly, luxury goods as listed in Annex 
XVIII, to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia or for use in Russia.

2. The prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 shall apply to luxury goods listed in Annex XVIII insofar as their 
value exceeds EUR 300 per item unless otherwise specified in the Annex.

3. The prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 shall not apply to goods which are necessary for the official purposes 
of diplomatic or consular missions of Member States or partner countries in Russia or of international organisations 
enjoying immunities in accordance with international law, or to the personal effects of their staff.’;

(9) the following Article is inserted:

‘Article 5aa

1. It shall be prohibited to directly or indirectly engage in any transaction with:

(a) a legal person, entity or body established in Russia, which is publically controlled or with over 50 % public 
ownership or in which Russia, its Government or Central Bank has the right to participate in profits or with 
which Russia, its Government or Central Bank has other substantial economic relationship, as listed in Annex 
XIX;

(b) a legal person, entity or body established outside the Union whose proprietary rights are directly or indirectly 
owned for more than 50 % by an entity listed in Annex XIX; or

(c) a legal person, entity or body acting on behalf or at the direction of an entity referred to in point (a) or (b) of this 
paragraph.
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2. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 15 May 2022 of contracts concluded 
before 16 March 2022 or ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

3. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to:

(a) transactions which are strictly necessary for the purchase, import or transport of fossil fuels, in particular coal, oil 
and natural gas, as well as titanium, aluminium, copper, nickel, palladium and iron ore from or through Russia 
into the Union;

(b) transactions related to energy projects outside Russia in which a legal person, entity or body listed in Annex XIX is 
a minority shareholder.’;

(10) the following Article is inserted:

‘Article 5j

1. It shall be prohibited as of 15 April 2022 to provide credit rating services to any Russian national or natural 
person residing in Russia or any legal person, entity or body established in Russia.

2. It shall be prohibited as of 15 April 2022 to provide access to any subscription services in relation to credit 
rating activities to any Russian national or natural person residing in Russia or any legal person, entity or body 
established in Russia.

3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to nationals of a Member State or natural persons having a temporary or 
permanent residence permit in a Member State.’;

(11) Article 11(1), point (a), is replaced by the following:

‘(a) legal persons, entities or bodies listed in Annex III, IV, V, VI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV or XIX, or referred to in point (b) or 
(c) of Article 5(1), in point (b) or (c) of Article 5(2), in point (c) or (d) of Article 5(3), in point (b) or (c) of Article 
5(4), in point (a), (b) or (c) of Article 5a, in point (b) or (c) of Article 5aa, Article 5h or in Article 5j.’;

(12) Article 12 is replaced by the following:

‘Article 12

It shall be prohibited to participate, knowingly and intentionally, in activities the object or effect of which is to 
circumvent prohibitions in this Regulation.’;

(13) Annex IV is amended in accordance with Annex I of this Regulation;

(14) Annexes XVII, XVIII, XIX are added in accordance with Annex II of this Regulation.

Article 2

This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 15 March 2022.

For the Council
The President

J.-Y. LE DRIAN
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ANNEX I 

In Annex IV to Regulation (EU) No 833/2014, the entries for the following natural persons and entities are inserted:

‘Amur Shipbuilding Factory PJSC

AO Center of Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing JSC

AO Kronshtadt

Avant Space LLC

Baikal Electronics

Center for Technological Competencies in Radiophtonics

Central Research and Development Institute Tsiklon

Crocus Nano Electronics

Dalzavod Ship-Repair Center

Elara

Electronic Computing and Information Systems

ELPROM

Engineering Center Ltd.

Forss Technology Ltd.

Integral SPB

JSC Element

JSC Pella-Mash

JSC Shipyard Vympel

Kranark LLC

Lev Anatolyevich Yershov (Ershov)

LLC Center

MCST Lebedev

Miass Machine-Building Factory

Microelectronic Research and Development Center Novosibirsk

MPI VOLNA

N.A. Dollezhal Order of Lenin Research and Design Institute of Power Engineering

Nerpa Shipyard

NM-Tekh

Novorossiysk Shipyard JSC

NPO Electronic Systems

NPP Istok

NTC Metrotek

OAO GosNIIkhimanalit

OAO Svetlovskoye Predpriyatiye Era

OJSC TSRY

OOO Elkomtekh (Elkomtex)

OOO Planar

OOO Sertal

Photon Pro LLC

PJSC Zvezda

Production Association Strela
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Radioavtomatika

Research Center Module

Robin Trade Limited

R.Ye. Alekseyev Central Design Bureau for Hydrofoil Ships

Rubin Sever Design Bureau

Russian Space Systems

Rybinsk Shipyard Engineering

Scientific Research Institute of Applied Chemistry

Scientific-Research Institute of Electronics

Scientific Research Institute of Hypersonic Systems

Scientific Research Institute NII Submikron

Sergey IONOV

Serniya Engineering

Severnaya Verf Shipbuilding Factory

Ship Maintenance Center Zvezdochka

State Governmental Scientific Testing Area of Aircraft Systems (GkNIPAS)

State Machine Building Design Bureau Raduga Bereznya

State Scientific Center AO GNTs RF—FEI A.I. Leypunskiy Physico-Energy Institute

State Scientific Research Institute of Machine Building Bakhirev (GosNIImash)

Tomsk Microwave and Photonic Integrated Circuits and Modules Collective Design Center

UAB Pella-Fjord

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “35th Shipyard”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “Astrakhan Shipyard”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “Aysberg Central Design Bureau”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “Baltic Shipbuilding Factory”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “Krasnoye Sormovo Plant OJSC”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC SC “Zvyozdochka”

United Shipbuilding Corporation “Pribaltic Shipbuilding Factory Yantar”

United Shipbuilding Corporation “Scientific Research Design Technological Bureau Onega”

United Shipbuilding Corporation “Sredne-Nevsky Shipyard”

Ural Scientific Research Institute for Composite Materials

Urals Project Design Bureau Detal

Vega Pilot Plant

Vertikal LLC

Vladislav Vladimirovich Fedorenko

VTK Ltd

Yaroslavl Shipbuilding Factory

ZAO Elmiks-VS

ZAO Sparta

ZAO Svyaz Inzhiniring’
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ANNEX II 

The following Annexes are added:

‘ANNEX XVII

LIST OF IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 3g 

CN/TARIC Codes Name of the good

7208 10 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 25 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 26 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 27 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 36 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 37 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 38 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 39 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 40 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 52 99 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 53 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7208 54 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7211 14 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7211 19 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7212 60 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 19 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 30 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 30 30 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 30 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 40 15 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7225 40 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7226 19 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7226 91 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7226 91 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7226 91 99 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7209 15 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 16 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 17 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 18 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 25 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 26 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 27 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets
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7209 28 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 90 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 90 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 23 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 23 30 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 23 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 29 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 90 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7211 90 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7225 50 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7225 50 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7226 20 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7226 92 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Cold Rolled Sheets

7209 16 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 17 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 18 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 26 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 27 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7209 28 10 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7225 19 90 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7226 19 80 Electrical Sheets (other than GOES)

7210 41 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 41 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 49 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 49 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 61 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 61 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 69 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 69 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 30 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 30 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 61 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 61 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 69 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 69 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 92 00 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 92 00 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 11 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 22 Metallic Coated Sheets
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7225 99 00 23 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 41 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 45 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 91 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 92 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 93 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 30 10 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 30 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 11 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 13 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 91 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 93 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 94 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 20 00 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 30 00 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 90 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 20 00 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 20 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 30 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 40 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 90 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 91 00 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 10 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 41 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 49 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 61 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 69 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 30 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 61 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7212 50 69 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 92 00 80 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 25 Metallic Coated Sheets

7225 99 00 95 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 30 90 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 19 Metallic Coated Sheets

7226 99 70 96 Metallic Coated Sheets

7210 70 80 Organic Coated Sheets

7212 40 80 Organic Coated Sheets

7209 18 99 Tin Mill products
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7210 11 00 Tin Mill products

7210 12 20 Tin Mill products

7210 12 80 Tin Mill products

7210 50 00 Tin Mill products

7210 70 10 Tin Mill products

7210 90 40 Tin Mill products

7212 10 10 Tin Mill products

7212 10 90 Tin Mill products

7212 40 20 Tin Mill products

7208 51 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 51 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 51 98 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 52 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 90 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7208 90 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7210 90 30 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7225 40 12 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7225 40 40 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7225 40 60 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Quarto Plates

7219 11 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 12 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 12 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 13 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 13 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 14 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 14 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 22 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 22 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 23 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 24 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 11 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 12 00 Stainless Hot Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 31 00 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 32 10 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 32 90 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 33 10 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 33 90 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 34 10 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 34 90 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips
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7219 35 10 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 35 90 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 90 20 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 90 80 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 21 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 29 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 41 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 49 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 81 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 20 89 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 90 20 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7220 90 80 Stainless Cold Rolled Sheets and Strips

7219 21 10 Stainless Hot Rolled Quarto Plates

7219 21 90 Stainless Hot Rolled Quarto Plates

7214 30 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 91 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 91 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 31 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 39 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 50 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 71 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 79 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 99 95 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7215 90 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 10 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 21 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 22 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 40 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 40 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 50 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 50 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 50 99 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7216 99 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 10 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 20 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 20 91 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 41 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections
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7228 30 49 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 61 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 69 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 70 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 30 89 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 60 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 60 80 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 70 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 70 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7228 80 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Merchant Bars and Light Sections

7214 20 00 Rebars

7214 99 10 Rebars

7222 11 11 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 11 19 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 11 81 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 11 89 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 19 10 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 19 90 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 11 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 19 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 21 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 29 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 31 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 39 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 81 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 20 89 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 30 51 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 30 91 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 30 97 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 40 10 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 40 50 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7222 40 90 Stainless Bars and Light Sections

7221 00 10 Stainless Wire Rod

7221 00 90 Stainless Wire Rod

7213 10 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 20 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 20 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod
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7213 91 41 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 49 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 70 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 91 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 99 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7213 99 90 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 10 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 20 00 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 90 10 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 90 50 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7227 90 95 Non Alloy and Other Alloy Wire Rod

7216 31 10 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 31 90 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 32 11 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 32 19 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 32 91 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 32 99 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 33 10 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7216 33 90 Angles, Shapes and Sections of Iron or Non Alloy Steel

7301 10 00 Sheet Piling

7302 10 22 Railway Material

7302 10 28 Railway Material

7302 10 40 Railway Material

7302 10 50 Railway Material

7302 40 00 Railway Material

7306 30 41 Other tubes, pipes

7306 30 49 Other tubes, pipes

7306 30 72 Other tubes, pipes

7306 30 77 Other tubes, pipes

7306 61 10 Hollow sections

7306 61 92 Hollow sections

7306 61 99 Hollow sections

7304 11 00 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 22 00 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 24 00 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 41 00 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 49 10 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 49 93 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes
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7304 49 95 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 49 99 Seamless Stainless Tubes and Pipes

7304 19 10 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 19 30 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 19 90 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 23 00 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 29 10 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 29 30 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 29 90 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 31 20 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 31 80 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 10 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 52 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 58 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 92 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 93 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 39 98 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 51 81 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 51 89 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 59 10 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 59 92 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 59 93 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 59 99 Other Seamless Tubes

7304 90 00 Other Seamless Tubes

7305 11 00 Large welded tubes

7305 12 00 Large welded tubes

7305 19 00 Large welded tubes

7305 20 00 Large welded tubes

7305 31 00 Large welded tubes

7305 39 00 Large welded tubes

7305 90 00 Large welded tubes

7306 11 10 Other Welded Pipes

7306 11 90 Other Welded Pipes

7306 19 10 Other Welded Pipes

7306 19 90 Other Welded Pipes

7306 21 00 Other Welded Pipes

7306 29 00 Other Welded Pipes

7306 30 11 Other Welded Pipes

7306 30 19 Other Welded Pipes
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7306 30 80 Other Welded Pipes

7306 40 20 Other Welded Pipes

7306 40 80 Other Welded Pipes

7306 50 20 Other Welded Pipes

7306 50 80 Other Welded Pipes

7306 69 10 Other Welded Pipes

7306 69 90 Other Welded Pipes

7306 90 00 Other Welded Pipes

7215 10 00 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7215 50 11 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7215 50 19 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7215 50 80 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 10 90 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 20 99 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 20 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 40 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 61 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 69 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7228 50 80 Non-alloy and other alloy cold finished bars

7217 10 10 Non Alloy Wire

7217 10 31 Non Alloy Wire

7217 10 39 Non Alloy Wire

7217 10 50 Non Alloy Wire

7217 10 90 Non Alloy Wire

7217 20 10 Non Alloy Wire

7217 20 30 Non Alloy Wire

7217 20 50 Non Alloy Wire

7217 20 90 Non Alloy Wire

7217 30 41 Non Alloy Wire

7217 30 49 Non Alloy Wire

7217 30 50 Non Alloy Wire

7217 30 90 Non Alloy Wire

7217 90 20 Non Alloy Wire

7217 90 50 Non Alloy Wire

7217 90 90 Non Alloy Wire
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ANNEX XVIII

LIST OF LUXURY GOODS REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 3h 

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The nomenclature codes are taken from the Combined Nomenclature as defined in Article 1(2) of Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 2658/87 (1) and as set out in Annex I thereto, which are valid at the time of publication of this Regulation 

and mutatis mutandis as amended by subsequent legislation.

(1) Horses

ex 0101 21 00 Pure-bred breeding animals

ex 0101 29 90 Other

(2) Caviar and caviar substitutes

ex 1604 31 00 Caviar

ex 1604 32 00 Caviar substitutes

(3) Truffles and preparations thereof

ex 0709 56 00 Truffles

ex 0710 80 69 Other

ex 0711 59 00 Other

ex 0712 39 00 Other

ex 2001 90 97 Other

ex 2003 90 10 Truffles

ex 2103 90 90 Other

ex 2104 10 00 Soups and broths and preparations therefor

ex 2104 20 00 Homogenised composite food preparations

ex 2106 00 00 Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included

(4) Wines (including sparkling wines), beers, spirits and spirituous beverages

ex 2203 00 00 Beer made from malt

ex 2204 10 11 Champagne

ex 2204 10 91 Asti spumante

ex 2204 10 93 Other

ex 2204 10 94 With a protected geographical indication (PGI)

ex 2204 10 96 Other varietal wines

(1) Council Regulation (EEC) No 2658/87 of 23 July 1987 on the tariff and statistical nomenclature and on the Common Customs Tariff 
(OJ L 256, 7.9.1987, p. 1).
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ex 2204 10 98 Other

ex 2204 21 00 In containers holding 2 litres or less

ex 2204 29 00 Other

ex 2205 00 00 Vermouth and other wine of fresh grapes flavoured with plants or aromatic 
substances

ex 2206 00 00 Other fermented beverages (for example, cider, perry, mead, saké); mixtures of 
fermented beverages and mixtures of fermented beverages with non-alcoholic 
beverages, not elsewhere specified or included

ex 2207 10 00 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of 80 % vol or 
higher

ex 2208 00 00 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80 % 
vol; spirits, liqueurs and other spirituous beverages

(5) Cigars and cigarillos

ex 2402 10 00 Cigars, cheroots and cigarillos, containing tobacco

ex 2402 90 00 Other

(6) Perfumes, toilet waters and cosmetics, including beauty and make-up products

ex 3303 Perfumes and toilet waters

ex 3304 00 00 Beauty or make-up preparations and preparations for the care of the skin (other 
than medicaments), including sunscreen or suntan preparations; manicure or 
pedicure preparations

ex 3305 00 00 Preparations for use on the hair

ex 3307 00 00 Pre-shave, shaving or aftershave preparations, personal deodorants, bath 
preparations, depilatories and other perfumery, cosmetic or toilet preparations, 
not elsewhere specified or included; prepared room deodorisers, whether or not 
perfumed or having disinfectant properties

ex 6704 00 00 Wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, switches and the like, of human or 
animal hair or of textile materials; articles of human hair not elsewhere specified 
or included

(7) Leather, saddlery and travel goods, handbags and similar articles

ex 4201 00 00 Saddlery and harness for any animal (including traces, leads, knee pads, muzzles, 
saddle-cloths, saddlebags, dog coats and the like), of any material

ex 4202 00 00 Trunks, suitcases, vanity cases, executive-cases, briefcases, school satchels, 
spectacle cases, binocular cases, camera cases, musical instrument cases, gun 
cases, holsters and similar containers; travelling-bags, insulated food or beverages 
bags, toilet bags, rucksacks, handbags, shopping-bags, wallets, purses, map-cases, 
cigarette-cases, tobacco-pouches, tool bags, sports bags, bottle-cases, jewellery 
boxes, powder boxes, cutlery cases and similar containers, of leather or of 
composition leather, of sheeting of plastics, of textile materials, of vulcanised fibre 
or of paperboard, or wholly or mainly covered with such materials or with paper
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ex 4205 00 90 Other

ex 9605 00 00 Travel sets for personal toilet, sewing or shoe or clothes cleaning

(8) Coats, or other garments, clothing accessories and shoes (regardless of their material)

ex 4203 00 00 Articles of apparel and clothing accessories, of leather or of composition leather

ex 4303 00 00 Articles of apparel, clothing accessories and other articles of furskin

ex 6101 00 00 Men's or boys' overcoats, car coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks (including ski jackets), 
windcheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles, knitted or crocheted, other than 
those of heading 6103

ex 6102 00 00 Women's or girls' overcoats, car coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks (including ski 
jackets), windcheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles, knitted or crocheted, 
other than those of heading 6104

ex 6103 00 00 Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear), knitted or crocheted

ex 6104 00 00 Women's or girls' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, 
trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear), 
knitted or crocheted

ex 6105 00 00 Men's or boys' shirts, knitted or crocheted

ex 6106 00 00 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses, knitted or crocheted

ex 6107 00 00 Men's or boys' underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pyjamas, bathrobes, dressing 
gowns and similar articles, knitted or crocheted

ex 6108 00 00 Women's or girls' slips, petticoats, briefs, panties, nightdresses, pyjamas, négligés, 
bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles, knitted or crocheted

ex 6109 00 00 T-shirts, singlets and other vests, knitted or crocheted

ex 6110 00 00 Jerseys, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats and similar articles, knitted or crocheted

ex 6111 00 00 Babies' garments and clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted

ex 6112 11 00 Of cotton

ex 6112 12 00 Of synthetic fibres

ex 6112 19 00 Of other textile materials

ex 6112 20 00 Ski suits

ex 6112 31 00 Of synthetic fibres

ex 6112 39 00 Of other textile materials

ex 6112 41 00 Of synthetic fibres

ex 6112 49 00 Of other textile materials

ex 6113 00 10 Of knitted or crocheted fabrics of heading 5906
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ex 6113 00 90 Other

ex 6114 00 00 Other garments, knitted or crocheted

ex 6115 00 00 Pantyhose, tights, stockings, socks and other hosiery, including graduated 
compression hosiery (for example, stockings for varicose veins) and footwear 
without applied soles, knitted or crocheted

ex 6116 00 00 Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted or crocheted

ex 6117 00 00 Other made-up clothing accessories, knitted or crocheted; knitted or crocheted 
parts of garments or of clothing accessories

ex 6201 00 00 Men's or boys' overcoats, car coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks (including ski jackets), 
windcheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles, other than those of heading 6203

ex 6202 00 00 Women's or girls' overcoats, car coats, capes, cloaks, anoraks (including ski 
jackets), windcheaters, wind-jackets and similar articles, other than those of 
heading 6204

ex 6203 00 00 Men's or boys' suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, trousers, bib and brace overalls, 
breeches and shorts (other than swimwear)

ex 6204 00 00 Women's or girls. suits, ensembles, jackets, blazers, dresses, skirts, divided skirts, 
trousers, bib and brace overalls, breeches and shorts (other than swimwear)

ex 6205 00 00 Men's or boys' shirts

ex 6206 00 00 Women's or girls' blouses, shirts and shirt-blouses

ex 6207 00 00 Men's or boys' singlets and other vests, underpants, briefs, nightshirts, pyjamas, 
bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles

ex 6208 00 00 Women's or girls' singlets and other vests, slips, petticoats, briefs, panties, 
nightdresses, pyjamas, négligés, bathrobes, dressing gowns and similar articles

ex 6209 00 00 Babies' garments and clothing accessories

ex 6210 10 00 Of fabrics of heading 5602 or 5603

ex 6210 20 00 Other garments, of the type described in subheadings 6201 11 to 6201 19

ex 6210 30 00 Other garments, of the type described in subheadings 6202 11 to 6202 19

ex 6210 40 00 Other men's or boys' garments

ex 6210 50 00 Other women's or girls' garments

ex 6211 11 00 Men's or boys'

ex 6211 12 00 Women's or girls'

ex 6211 20 00 Ski suits

ex 6211 32 00 Of cotton

ex 6211 33 00 Of man-made fibres

ex 6211 39 00 Of other textile materials

ex 6211 42 00 Of cotton

ex 6211 43 00 Of man-made fibres
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ex 6211 49 00 Of other textile materials

ex 6212 00 00 Brassières, girdles, corsets, braces, suspenders, garters and similar articles and 
parts thereof, whether or not knitted or crocheted

ex 6213 00 00 Handkerchiefs

ex 6214 00 00 Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, veils and the like

ex 6215 00 00 Ties, bow ties and cravats

ex 6216 00 00 Gloves, mittens and mitts

ex 6217 00 00 Other made-up clothing accessories; parts of garments or of clothing accessories, 
other than those of heading 6212

ex 6401 00 00 Waterproof footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or of plastics, the 
uppers of which are neither fixed to the sole nor assembled by stitching, riveting, 
nailing, screwing, plugging or similar processes

ex 6402 20 00 Footwear with upper straps or thongs assembled to the sole by means of plugs

ex 6402 91 00 Covering the ankle

ex 6402 99 00 Other

ex 6403 19 00 Other

ex 6403 20 00 Footwear with outer soles of leather, and uppers which consist of leather straps 
across the instep and around the big toe

ex 6403 40 00 Other footwear, incorporating a protective metal toecap

ex 6403 51 00 Covering the ankle

ex 6403 59 00 Other

ex 6403 91 00 Covering the ankle

ex 6403 99 00 Other

ex 6404 19 10 Slippers and other indoor footwear

ex 6404 20 00 Footwear with outer soles of leather or composition leather

ex 6405 00 00 Other footwear

ex 6504 00 00 Hats and other headgear, plaited or made by assembling strips of any material, 
whether or not lined or trimmed

ex 6505 00 10 Of fur felt or of felt of wool and fur, made from the hat bodies, hoods or plateaux 
of heading 6501 00 00

ex 6505 00 30 Peaked caps

ex 6505 00 90 Other

ex 6506 99 00 Of other materials

ex 6601 91 00 Having a telescopic shaft

ex 6601 99 00 Other

ex 6602 00 00 Walking sticks, seat-sticks, whips, riding-crops and the like

ex 9619 00 81 Napkins and napkin liners for babies
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(9) Carpets, rugs and tapestries, hand-made or not

ex 5701 00 00 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, knotted, whether or not made up

ex 5702 10 00 ‘Kelem’, ‘Schumacks’, ‘Karamanie’ and similar hand-woven rugs

ex 5702 20 00 Floor coverings of coconut fibres (coir)

ex 5702 31 80 Other

ex 5702 32 00 Of man-made textile materials

ex 5702 39 00 Of other textile materials

ex 5702 41 90 Other

ex 5702 42 00 Of man-made textile materials

ex 5702 50 00 Other, not of pile construction, not made up

ex 5702 91 00 Of wool or fine animal hair

ex 5702 92 00 Of man-made textile materials

ex 5702 99 00 Of other textile materials

ex 5703 00 00 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, tufted, whether or not made up

ex 5704 00 00 Carpets and other textile floor coverings, of felt, not tufted or flocked, whether or 
not made up

ex 5705 00 00 Other carpets and other textile floor coverings, whether or not made up

ex 5805 00 00 Hand-woven tapestries of the type Gobelins, Flanders, Aubusson, Beauvais and 
the like, and needle-worked tapestries (for example, petit point, cross stitch), 
whether or not made up

(10) Pearls, precious and semi-precious stones, articles of pearls, jewellery, gold- or silversmith articles

ex 7101 00 00 Pearls, natural or cultured, whether or not worked or graded but not strung, 
mounted or set; pearls, natural or cultured, temporarily strung for convenience of 
transport

ex 7102 00 00 Diamonds, whether or not worked, but not mounted or set, excluding for 
industrial use

ex 7103 00 00 Precious stones (other than diamonds) and semi-precious stones, whether or not 
worked or graded but not strung, mounted or set; ungraded precious stones 
(other than diamonds) and semi-precious stones, temporarily strung for 
convenience of transport

ex 7104 91 00 Diamonds, excluding for industrial use

ex 7105 00 00 Dust and powder of natural or synthetic precious or semi-precious stones

ex 7106 00 00 Silver (including silver plated with gold or platinum), unwrought or in semi- 
manufactured forms, or in powder form

ex 7107 00 00 Base metals clad with silver, not further worked than semi-manufactured
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ex 7108 00 00 Gold (including gold plated with platinum), unwrought or in semi-manufactured 
forms, or in powder form

ex 7109 00 00 Base metals or silver, clad with gold, not further worked than semi-manufactured

ex 7110 11 00 Unwrought or in powder form

ex 7110 19 00 Other

ex 7110 21 00 Unwrought or in powder form

ex 7110 29 00 Other

ex 7110 31 00 Unwrought or in powder form

ex 7110 39 00 Other

ex 7110 41 00 Unwrought or in powder form

ex 7110 49 00 Other

ex 7111 00 00 Base metals, silver or gold, clad with platinum, not further worked than semi- 
manufactured

ex 7113 00 00 Articles of jewellery and parts thereof, of precious metal or of metal clad with 
precious metal

ex 7114 00 00 Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares and parts thereof, of precious metal 
or of metal clad with precious metal

ex 7115 00 00 Other articles of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal

ex 7116 00 00 Articles of natural or cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious stones (natural, 
synthetic or reconstructed)

(11) Coins and banknotes, not being legal tender

ex 4907 00 30 Banknotes

ex 7118 10 00 Coin (other than gold coin), not being legal tender

ex 7118 90 00 Other

(12) Cutlery of precious metal or plated or clad with precious metal

ex 7114 00 00 Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares and parts thereof, of precious metal 
or of metal clad with precious metal

ex 7115 00 00 Other articles of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal

ex 8214 00 00 Other articles of cutlery (for example, hair clippers, butchers' or kitchen cleavers, 
choppers and mincing knives, paperknives); manicure or pedicure sets and 
instruments (including nail files)

ex 8215 00 00 Spoons, forks, ladles, skimmers, cake-servers, fish-knives, butter-knives, sugar 
tongs and similar kitchen or tableware

ex 9307 00 00 Swords, cutlasses, bayonets, lances and similar arms and parts thereof and 
scabbards and sheaths therefor
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(13) Tableware of porcelain, china, stone- or earthenware or fine pottery

ex 6911 00 00 Tableware, kitchenware, other household articles and toilet articles, of porcelain 
or china

ex 6912 00 23 Stoneware

ex 6912 00 25 Earthenware or fine pottery

ex 6912 00 83 Stoneware

ex 6912 00 85 Earthenware or fine pottery

ex 6914 10 00 Of porcelain or china

ex 6914 90 00 Other

(14) Items of lead crystal

ex 7009 91 00 Unframed

ex 7009 92 00 Framed

ex 7010 00 00 Carboys, bottles, flasks, jars, pots, phials, ampoules and other containers, of glass, 
of a kind used for the conveyance or packing of goods; preserving jars of glass; 
stoppers, lids and other closures, of glass

ex 7013 22 00 Of lead crystal

ex 7013 33 00 Of lead crystal

ex 7013 41 00 Of lead crystal

ex 7013 91 00 Of lead crystal

ex 7018 10 00 Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation precious or semi-precious stones and 
similar glass smallwares

ex 7018 90 00 Other

ex 7020 00 80 Other

ex 9405 50 00 Non-electrical lamps and lighting fittings

ex 9405 91 00 Of glass

(15) Electronic items for domestic use of a value exceeding EUR 750

ex 8414 51 Table, floor, wall, window, ceiling or roof fans, with a self-contained electric 
motor of an output not exceeding 125 W

ex 8414 59 00 Other

ex 8414 60 00 Hoods having a maximum horizontal side not exceeding 120 cm

ex 8415 10 00 Window or wall types, self-contained or ‘split-system’

ex 8418 10 00 Combined refrigerator-freezers, fitted with separate external doors

ex 8418 21 00 Compression-type

ex 8418 29 00 Other
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ex 8418 30 00 Freezers of the chest type, not exceeding 800 litres capacity

ex 8418 40 00 Freezers of the upright type, not exceeding 900 litres capacity

ex 8419 81 00 For making hot drinks or for cooking or heating food

ex 8422 11 00 Of the household type

ex 8423 10 00 Personal weighing machines, including baby scales; household scales

ex 8443 12 00 Offset printing machinery, sheet fed, office type (using sheets with one side not 
exceeding 22 cm and the other side not exceeding 36 cm in the unfolded state)

ex 8443 31 00 Machines which perform two or more of the functions of printing, copying or 
facsimile transmission, capable of connecting to an automatic data-processing 
machine or to a network

ex 8443 32 00 Other, capable of connecting to an automatic data-processing machine or to a 
network

ex 8443 39 00 Other

ex 8450 11 00 Fully-automatic machines

ex 8450 12 00 Other machines, with built-in centrifugal drier

ex 8450 19 00 Other

ex 8451 21 00 Each of a dry linen capacity not exceeding 10 kg

ex 8452 10 00 Sewing machines of the household type

ex 8470 10 00 Electronic calculators capable of operation without an external source of electric 
power and pocket-size data-recording, reproducing and displaying machines with 
calculating functions

ex 8470 21 00 Incorporating a printing device

ex 8470 29 00 Other

ex 8470 30 00 Other calculating machines

ex 8471 00 00 Automatic data-processing machines and units thereof; magnetic or optical 
readers, machines for transcribing data onto data media in coded form and 
machines for processing such data, not elsewhere specified or included

ex 8472 90 80 Other

ex 8479 60 00 Evaporative air coolers

ex 8508 11 00 Of a power not exceeding 1 500 W and having a dust bag or other receptacle 
capacity not exceeding 20 l

ex 8508 19 00 Other

ex 8508 60 00 Other vacuum cleaners

ex 8509 80 00 Other appliances

ex 8516 31 00 Hairdryers

ex 8516 50 00 Microwave ovens

ex 8516 60 10 Cookers (incorporating at least an oven and a hob)

ex 8516 71 00 Coffee or tea makers

ex 8516 72 00 Toasters

ex 8516 79 00 Other
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ex 8517 11 00 Line telephone sets with cordless handsets

ex 8517 13 00 Smartphones

ex 8517 18 00 Other

ex 8517 61 00 Base stations

ex 8517 62 00 Machines for the reception, conversion and transmission or regeneration of voice, 
images or other data, including switching and routing apparatus

ex 8517 69 00 Other

ex 8526 91 00 Radio navigational aid apparatus

ex 8529 10 65 Inside aerials for radio or television broadcast receivers, including built-in types

ex 8529 10 69 Other

ex 8531 10 00 Burglar or fire alarms and similar apparatus

ex 8543 70 10 Electrical machines with translation or dictionary functions

ex 8543 70 30 Aerial amplifiers

ex 8543 70 50 Sunbeds, sunlamps and similar suntanning equipment

ex 8543 70 90 Other

ex 9504 50 00 Video game consoles and machines, other than those of subheading 9504 30

ex 9504 90 80 Other

(16) Electrical/electronic or optical apparatus for recording and reproducing sound and images of a value exceeding 
EUR 1 000

ex 8519 00 00 Sound recording or sound reproducing apparatus

ex 8521 00 00 Video recording or reproducing apparatus, whether or not incorporating a video 
tuner

ex 8527 00 00 Reception apparatus for radio-broadcasting, whether or not combined, in the 
same housing, with sound recording or reproducing apparatus or a clock

ex 8528 71 00 Not designed to incorporate a video display or screen

ex 8528 72 00 Other, colour

ex 9006 00 00 Photographic (other than cinematographic) cameras; photographic flashlight 
apparatus and flashbulbs other than discharge lamps of heading 8539

ex 9007 00 00 Cinematographic cameras and projectors, whether or not incorporating sound 
recording or reproducing apparatus

(17) Vehicles, except ambulances, for the transport of persons on earth, air or sea of a value exceeding EUR 50 000 each, 
teleferics, chairlifts, ski-draglines, traction mechanisms for funiculars, motorbikes of a value exceeding EUR 5 000
each, as well as their accessories and spare parts

ex 4011 10 00 Of a kind used on motor cars (including station wagons and racing cars)
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ex 4011 20 00 Of a kind used on buses or lorries

ex 4011 30 00 Of a kind used on aircraft

ex 4011 40 00 Of a kind used on motorcycles

ex 4011 90 00 Other

ex 7009 10 00 Rear-view mirrors for vehicles

ex 8407 00 00 Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal combustion piston engines

ex 8408 00 00 Compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines (diesel or semi-diesel 
engines)

ex 8409 00 00 Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the engines of heading 8407 or 
8408

ex 8411 00 00 Turbojets, turbopropellers and other gas turbines

8428 60 00 Teleferics, chairlifts, ski-draglines, traction mechanisms for funiculars

ex 8431 39 00 Parts and acccessories of teleferics, chairlifts, ski-draglines, traction mechanisms 
for funiculars

ex 8483 00 00 Transmission shafts (including cam shafts and crank shafts) and cranks; bearing 
housings and plain shaft bearings; gears and gearing; ball or roller screws; gear 
boxes and other speed changers, including torque converters; flywheels and 
pulleys, including pulley blocks; clutches and shaft couplings (including universal 
joints)

ex 8511 00 00 Electrical ignition or starting equipment of a kind used for spark-ignition or 
compression-ignition internal combustion engines (for example, ignition 
magnetos, magneto-dynamos, ignition coils, sparking plugs and glow plugs, 
starter motors); generators (for example, dynamos, alternators) and cut-outs of a 
kind used in conjunction with such engines

ex 8512 20 00 Other lighting or visual signalling equipment

ex 8512 30 10 Burglar alarms of a kind used for motor vehicles

ex 8512 30 90 Other

ex 8512 40 00 Windscreen wipers, defrosters and demisters

ex 8544 30 00 Ignition wiring sets and other wiring sets of a kind used in vehicles, aircraft or 
ships

ex 8603 00 00 Self-propelled railway or tramway coaches, vans and trucks, other than those of 
heading 8604

ex 8605 00 00 Railway or tramway passenger coaches, not self-propelled; luggage vans, post 
office coaches and other special purpose railway or tramway coaches, not self- 
propelled (excluding those of heading 8604 )

ex 8607 00 00 Parts of railway or tramway locomotives or rolling stock

ex 8702 00 00 Motor vehicles for the transport of ten or more persons, including the driver

ex 8703 00 00 Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of 
persons (other than those of heading 8702 ), including station wagons and racing 
cars, including snowmobiles
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ex 8706 00 00 Chassis fitted with engines, for the motor vehicles of headings 8701 to 8705

ex 8707 00 00 Bodies (including cabs), for the motor vehicles of headings 8701 to 8705

ex 8708 00 00 Parts and accessories of the motor vehicles of headings 8701 to 8705

ex 8711 00 00 Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with or 
without side-cars; side-cars

ex 8712 00 00 Bicycles and other cycles (including delivery tricycles), not motorised

ex 8714 00 00 Parts and accessories of vehicles of headings 8711 to 8713

ex 8716 10 00 Trailers and semi-trailers of the caravan type, for housing or camping

ex 8716 40 00 Other trailers and semi-trailers

ex 8716 90 00 Parts

ex 8901 10 00 Cruise ships, excursion boats and similar vessels principally designed for the 
transport of persons; ferry-boats of all kinds

ex 8901 90 00 Other vessels for the transport of goods and other vessels for the transport of 
both persons and goods

ex 8903 00 00 Yachts and other vessels for pleasure or sports; rowing boats and canoes

(18) Clocks and watches and their parts

ex 9101 00 00 Wristwatches, pocket-watches and other watches, including stopwatches, with 
case of precious metal or of metal clad with precious metal

ex 9102 00 00 Wristwatches, pocket-watches and other watches, including stopwatches, other 
than those of heading 9101

ex 9103 00 00 Clocks with watch movements, excluding clocks of heading 9104

ex 9104 00 00 Instrument panel clocks and clocks of a similar type for vehicles, aircraft, 
spacecraft or vessels

ex 9105 00 00 Other clocks

ex 9108 00 00 Watch movements, complete and assembled

ex 9109 00 00 Clock movements, complete and assembled

ex 9110 00 00 Complete watch or clock movements, unassembled or partly assembled 
(movement sets); incomplete watch or clock movements, assembled; rough watch 
or clock movements

ex 9111 00 00 Watch cases and parts thereof

ex 9112 00 00 Clock cases and cases of a similar type for other goods of this chapter, and parts 
thereof

ex 9113 00 00 Watch straps, watch bands and watch bracelets, and parts thereof

ex 9114 00 00 Other clock or watch parts
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(19) Musical instruments of a value exceeding EUR 1 500

ex 9201 00 00 Pianos, including automatic pianos; harpsichords and other keyboard stringed 
instruments

ex 9202 00 00 Other string musical instruments (for example, guitars, violins, harps)

ex 9205 00 00 Wind musical instruments (for example, keyboard pipe organs, accordions, 
clarinets, trumpets, bagpipes), other than fairground organs and mechanical 
street organs

ex 9206 00 00 Percussion musical instruments (for example, drums, xylophones, cymbals, 
castanets, maracas)

ex 9207 00 00 Musical instruments, the sound of which is produced, or must be amplified, 
electrically (for example, organs, guitars, accordions)

(20) Works of art, collectors' pieces and antiques

ex 9700 Works of art, collectors' pieces and antiques

(21) Articles and equipment for sports, including skiing, golf, diving and water sports

ex 4015 19 00 Other

ex 4015 90 00 Other

ex 6210 40 00 Other men's or boys' garments

ex 6210 50 00 Other women's or girls' garments

ex 6211 11 00 Men's or boys'

ex 6211 12 00 Women's or girls'

ex 6211 20 00 Ski suits

ex 6216 00 00 Gloves, mittens and mitts

ex 6402 12 00 Ski-boots, cross-country ski footwear and snowboard boots

ex 6402 19 00 Other

ex 6403 12 00 Ski-boots, cross-country ski footwear and snowboard boots

ex 6403 19 00 Other

ex 6404 11 00 Sports footwear; tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym shoes, training shoes and the 
like

ex 6404 19 90 Other

ex 9004 90 00 Other

ex 9020 00 00 Other breathing appliances and gas masks, excluding protective masks having 
neither mechanical parts nor replaceable filters

ex 9506 11 00 Skis

ex 9506 12 00 Ski-fastenings (ski-bindings)

ex 9506 19 00 Other

ex 9506 21 00 Sailboards
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ex 9506 29 00 Other

ex 9506 31 00 Clubs, complete

ex 9506 32 00 Golf balls

ex 9506 39 00 Other

ex 9506 40 00 Articles and equipment for table tennis

ex 9506 51 00 Lawn-tennis rackets, whether or not strung

ex 9506 59 00 Other

ex 9506 61 00 Lawn-tennis balls

ex 9506 69 10 Cricket and polo balls

ex 9506 69 90 Other

ex 9506 70 Ice skates and roller skates, including skating boots with skates attached

ex 9506 91 Articles and equipment for general physical exercise, gymnastics or athletics

ex 9506 99 10 Cricket and polo equipment, other than balls

ex 9506 99 90 Other

ex 9507 00 00 Fishing rods, fish-hooks and other line fishing tackle; fish landing nets, butterfly 
nets and similar nets; decoy ‘birds’ (other than those of heading 9208 or 9705 ) 
and similar hunting or shooting requisites

(22) Articles and equipment for billiard, automatic bowling, casino games and games operated by coins or banknotes

ex 9504 20 00 Articles and accessories for billiards of all kinds

ex 9504 30 00 Other games, operated by coins, banknotes, bank cards, tokens or by any other 
means of payment, other than automatic bowling alley equipment

ex 9504 40 00 Playing cards

ex 9504 50 00 Video game consoles and machines, other than those of subheading 9504 30

ex 9504 90 80 Other
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ANNEX XIX

LIST OF STATE OWNED COMPANIES REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 5aa 

OPK OBORONPROM

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

URALVAGONZAVOD

ROSNEFT

TRANSNEFT

GAZPROM NEFT

ALMAZ-ANTEY

KAMAZ

ROSTEC (RUSSIAN TECHNOLOGIES STATE CORPORATION)

JSC PO SEVMASH

SOVCOMFLOT

UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION’
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DECISIONS

COUNCIL DECISION (CFSP) 2022/429 

of 15 March 2022

amending Decision 2014/145/CFSP concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions 
undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on European Union, and in particular Article 29 thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy,

Whereas:

(1) On 17 March 2014, the Council adopted Decision 2014/145/CFSP (1).

(2) The Union remains unwavering in its support for Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

(3) On 24 February 2022, the President of the Russian Federation announced a military operation in Ukraine and 
Russian armed forces began an attack on Ukraine. That attack is a blatant violation of the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

(4) In its conclusions of 24 February 2022, the European Council condemned in the strongest possible terms the 
Russian Federation’s unprovoked and unjustified military aggression against Ukraine. By its illegal military actions, 
Russia is grossly violating international law and the principles of the United Nations Charter, and undermining 
European and global security and stability. The European Council agreed on further restrictive measures that will 
impose massive and severe consequences on Russia for its actions, in close coordination with the Union’s partners 
and allies.

(5) On 25 February 2022, the Council adopted Decision (CFSP) 2022/329 (2), which amended the criteria of 
designation to include persons and entities supporting and benefitting from the Government of the Russian 
Federation, persons and entities providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian 
Federation, and natural or legal persons associated with listed persons or entities.

(6) In view of the gravity of the situation, the Council considers that 15 individuals and 9 entities should be added to the 
list of persons, entities and bodies subject to restrictive measures set out in the Annex to Decision 2014/145/CFSP.

(7) Decision 2014/145/CFSP should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

Article 1

The Annex to Decision 2014/145/CFSP is amended in accordance with the Annex to this Decision.

(1) Council Decision 2014/145/CFSP of 17 March 2014 concerning restrictive measures in respect of actions undermining or threatening 
the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (OJ L 78, 17.3.2014, p. 16).

(2) Council Decision (CFSP) 2022/329 of 25 February 2022 amending Decision 2014/145/CFSP concerning restrictive measures in 
respect of actions undermining or threatening the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine (OJ L 50, 25.2.2022, 
p. 1).
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Article 2

This Decision shall enter into force on the date of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

Done at Brussels, 15 March 2022.

For the Council
The President

J.-Y. LE DRIAN
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ANNEX 

The following persons and entities are added to the list of persons, entities and bodies set out in the Annex to Decision 2014/145/CFSP:

Persons

Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

‘879 Roman Arkadyevich 
ABRAMOVICH (Russian: 
Роман Аркадьевич 
Абрамович)

Oligarch close to Vladimir Putin. Major 
shareholder of Evraz. Former governor of 
Chukotka.

DOB: 24.10.1966

POB: Saratov, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: Male

Associated individuals: Vladimir Putin

Associated entities: Chelsea F.C., Evraz 
Group SA, LLC Evraz Holding, Millhouse 
Capital.

Roman Abramovich is a Russian oligarch who has long and close ties to Vladimir Putin. 
He has had privileged access to the president, and has maintained very good relations 
with him. This connection with the Russian leader helped him to maintain his 
considerable wealth. He is a major shareholder of the steel group Evraz, which is one of 
Russia’s largest taxpayers.

He has therefore been benefitting from Russian decision-makers responsible for the 
annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation of Ukraine. He is also one of the leading 
Russian businesspersons involved in economic sectors providing a substantial source of 
revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the 
annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

880 German Borisovich KHAN 
(Russian: Герман Борисович 
Хан)

Oligarch close to Vladimir Putin. One of the 
main shareholders of the Alfa Group

DOB: 24.10.1961

POB: Kyiv, Ukraine

Nationality: Russian

Gender: Male

Associated individuals: Vladimir Putin, 
Mikhail Fridman, Petr Aven, Alexey 
Kuzmichev

Associated entities: Alfa Group, Alfa Bank

German Khan is a major shareholder of the Alfa Group conglomerate, which includes 
Alfa Bank, one of Russia’s largest taxpayers. He is believed to be one of the most 
influential persons in Russia. Like other Alfa Bank owners (Mikhail Fridman and Petr 
Aven), he maintains a close relationship with Vladimir Putin and continues to trade 
significant favours with him. Alfa Group owners receive business and legal benefits out 
of this relationship. Vladimir Putin’s eldest daughter Maria ran a charity project, Alfa- 
Endo, which was funded by Alfa Bank. Vladimir Putin rewarded Alfa Group’s loyalty to 
the Russian authorities by providing political help to Alfa Group foreign investment 
plans.

He has therefore been actively supporting materially or financially and benefitting from 
Russian decision-makers responsible for the annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation 
of Ukraine. He is also one of the leading Russian business persons involved in economic 
sectors providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian 
Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation 
of Ukraine.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

881 Viktor Filippovich 
RASHNIKOV (Russian: 
Виктор Филиппович 
Рашников)

Oligarch. Owner, chairman of the Board of 
Directors and chairman of the Committee for 
Strategic Planning of the Magnitogorsk Iron 
& Steel Works (MMK).

DOB: 3.10.1948

POB: Magnitorsk, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: Male

Associated entities: Magnitogorsk Iron & 
Steel Works (MMK)

Viktor Rashnikov is a leading Russian oligarch who is owner and chairman of the Board 
of Directors of the Magnitogorsk Iron & Steel Works (MMK) company. MMK is one of 
Russia’s largest taxpayers. The tax burden on the company increased lately, resulting in 
considerably higher proceeds to the Russian state budget.

He is therefore a leading Russian businessperson involved in economic sectors providing 
a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

882 Alexey Viktorovich 
KUZMICHEV (Russian: 
Алексей Викторович 
Кузьмичёв)

Oligarch close to Vladimir Putin. One of the 
main shareholders of the Alfa Group.

DOB: 15.10.1962

POB: Kirov, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: Male

Associated individuals: Vladimir Putin, 
Mikhail Fridman, Petr Aven, German Khan

Associated entities: Alfa Group, Alfa Bank

Alexey Kuzmichev is a major shareholder of the Alfa Group conglomerate, which 
includes Alfa Bank, one of Russia’s largest taxpayers. He is believed to be one of the most 
influential persons in Russia. He has well established ties to the Russian president. 
Vladimir Putin’s eldest daughter Maria ran a charity project, Alfa-Endo, which was 
funded by Alfa Bank. Vladimir Putin rewarded Alfa Group’s loyalty to the Russian 
authorities by providing political help to Alfa Group foreign investment plans.

He has therefore been actively supporting materially or financially and benefitting from 
Russian decision-makers responsible for the annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation 
of Ukraine. He is also a leading Russian business person involved in economic sectors 
providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, 
which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

883 Alexander Alexandrovich 
MIKHEEV (Russian: 
Александр Александрович 
Михеев)

CEO of the JSC Rosoboronexport

DOB: 18.11.1961

POB: Moscow, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: Male

Associated individuals: Sergey Chemezov

Alexander Mikheev is the CEO of Rosoboronexport, Russia’s only official State 
intermediary for the export and import of military and dual-use products, technologies 
and services. Rosoboronexport is a subsidiary company of Rostec, a state owned 
corporation that oversees the research and development of military technologies, and 
owns several production facilities which play an instrumental role in the deployment of 
those technologies into operation on the battlefield. Arms sales provide an important 
source of revenue to the Russian government. They are also used to advance Russia’s 
economic and strategic objectives. From 2000 to 2020 Rosoboronexport sold USD 180 
billion worth of arms to foreign customers.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

Associated entities: Rosoboronexport, 
Rostec, Federal Service of Military-Technical 
Cooperation

He is therefore a leading businessperson involved in economic sectors providing a 
substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

884 Alexander Nikolayevich 
SHOKHIN 
(Russian: Александр 
Николаевич ШОХИН)

President of the Russian Union of 
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs

Deputy Chairman of Mechel PAO’s Board of 
Directors

Member of the Bureau of the Supreme 
Council of political party “United Russia”

DOB: 25.12.1951

POB: Savinskoye, Kirillovsky District, 
Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Alexander Nikolayevich Shokhin is the president of the Russian Union of Industrialists 
and Entrepreneurs – a lobby group, which promotes the interests of business in Russia. 
He is also a Deputy Chairman of Mechel PAO’s Board of Directors – one of the leading 
Russian mining and metals companies, which generates a source of revenue for the 
Government of the Russian Federation.

After the annexation of Crimea by Russia, Shokhin publicly expressed a need to direct 
more Russian investment to Crimea in order to override possible economic blockade by 
the West. On 24 February 2022, Shokhin attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin 
with Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend that meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine.

15.3.2022

It also shows that he is one of the leading business persons involved in economic sectors 
providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of Russia, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

885 Andrey Valerievich RYUMIN  
(Russian:Андрей Валерьевич 
Рюмин)

Executive Director of Rosseti PJSC (formerly, 
until August 2014, known as Russian Grids), 
Chairman of Board

DOB: 12.06.1980

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Andrey Ryumin the executive director of Rosseti PJSC, a company controlled by the 
Russian state, which is an operator of energy grids, provides technological connection 
services, electricity transmission and distribution services in Russia.

Rosseti PJSC constructed “The “Port” substation, which provides railway traction of the 
Crimean Bridge, and feeds the dry cargo part of the Taman sea port, as well as highways, 
in particular, the M25 Novorossiysk-Kerch Strait highway.

15.3.2022
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Name Identifying information Reasons Date of listing

On 24 February 2022, Ryumin attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin with 
Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend that meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine.

It also shows that he is one of the leading business persons involved in the economic 
sector, which provides a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian 
Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of 
Ukraine.

886 Armen Sumbatovich 
GASPARYAN (Russian: 
Армен Сумбатович 
ГAСПАРЯН)

Publicist, propagandist, member of “Russia 
Today” board

DOB: 04.07.1975

POB: Moscow, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Armen Gasparyan runs his own show “Nablyudenye” for Russian media outlet Sputnik 
and a radio show on “Vesti FM”. He also publishes books and audiobooks and acts as an 
expert in radio show “Polnyi kontakt” (“Full contact”) of another propagandist Vladimir 
Solovyov.

Gasparian has consistently propagated narratives in line with the Kremlin’s propaganda. 
He has used logical fallacies to explain international affairs, denied Ukrainian 
sovereignty over Crimea, and defended Russia’s actions in the Kerch Strait when it 
captured a Ukrainian ship.

15.3.2022

Gender: male He continues to publish pro-Russian propaganda related to the Russian invasion of 
Ukraine and actively denies Ukraine’s sovereignty.

He is therefore actively supporting actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and 
security in Ukraine.

887 Artyom/ Artem 
Grigoryevich SHEYNIN  
(Russian:Артём Григорьевич 
ШЕЙНИН)

Russian propagandist and presenter of talk 
show “Vremya Pokazhet” (“Time will tell”) on 
the state-controlled Channel One (Russian: 
Первый канал)

DOB: 26.01.1966

POB: Moscow, Russian Federation

Artyom Sheynin is a Russian propagandist and presenter of talk show “Vremya 
Pokazhet” (“Time will tell”) on the state-controlled TV Channel One. He made statements 
in support of the illegal annexation of Crimea and recognition of the independence of 
the so-called Donetsk and Lugansk People’s Republics. In his live broadcasts, Sheynin 
promotes ethnic hatred between Ukrainians and Russians, denies the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of Ukraine, and slanders Putin’s opponents in Russia.

15.3.2022
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Gender: male

Nationality: Russian

Talking about 24 February 2022, the day of the Russian full-scale unjustified military 
aggression against Ukraine, Sheynin stated that the Russian operation in Ukraine was 
inevitable and its purpose was to force the Ukrainian authorities to maintain peace.

He is therefore actively supporting actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and 
security in Ukraine.

888 Dmitry Yevgenevich 
KULIKOV (Russian:Дмитрий 
Евгеньевич КУЛИКОВ)

Expert of the RF State Duma Committee on 
CIS Affairs and Relations with Compatriots.

Film producer, TV and radio presenter.

Member of the Public Council under the 
Ministry of Defence of the Russian 
Federation

DOB: 18.11.1967

POB: Shakhtyorsk, Donbas region, Ukraine

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Dmitry Kulikov is a pro-Kremlin propagandist. He made public comments on the state- 
owned TV channels in line with the Kremlin’s narrative on the situation in Donbas 
region. He also justified the actions of Russian authorities threatening the integrity and 
territorial sovereignty of Ukraine, such as the suspension of the implementation of the 
Minsk Agreements or the decision to recognise the “independent republics of Donbas 
and Luhansk”.

He is therefore actively supporting actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and 
security in Ukraine.

15.3.2022

889 Konstantin Lvovich ERNST 
(Russian: Константин 
Львович ЭРНСТ)

CEO of Channel One Russia (Russian: 
Первый канал)

DOB: 06.02.1961

POB: Moscow, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Konstantin Ernst is the CEO of Channel One Russia – one of the largest Russian media 
companies, which has been used for propaganda purposes by the Russian authorities for 
many years. In this position, he is responsible for organising and disseminating anti- 
Ukrainian propaganda of the Russian authorities.

He also received the highest State awards, including the orders For Services to the 
Fatherland, the Order of Friendship, letters of appreciation and prizes from the 
government and the President of the Russian Federation, as well as the medal “To the 
participant in the military operation in Syria”.

He is therefore supporting actions or policies, which undermine or threaten the 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and 
security in Ukraine. He is also one of the leading business persons involved in economic 
sectors providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of Russia, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022
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890 Marina Vladimirovna 
SECHINA (Russian:Марина 
Владимировна СЕЧИНА)

Owner of LLC “Stankoflot”

DOB: 1962

Nationality: Russian

Gender: female

Marina Sechina is a former wife of Igor Sechin, the CEO of Rosneft. She has used 
connections with various actors in the Russian government and Russian business 
structures, including with her former husband, for personal benefit.

Businesses owned by Sechina participated in the preparation of the Winter Olympic 
Games in Sochi in 2014. She owns LLC “Stankoflot”, which receives contracts without 
tender with the State Corporation for Assistance to Development, Production and 
Export of Advanced Technology Industrial Product (Rostec). Moreover, she is Head of 
FTSSR CJSC and owner of a stake in RK-Telekom.

She is therefore benefitting from Russian decision-makers responsible for the 
annexation of Crimea or the destabilisation of Ukraine and benefitting from the 
Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of 
Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

891 Suleyman Abusaidovich 
KERIMOV (Russian: 
Сулейман Абусаидович 
КЕРИМОВ)

Owner of the financial and industrial group 
Nafta Moscow

Member of the Council of the Federation 
from the Republic of Dagestan

DOB: 12.03.1966

POB: Derbent, Dagestan, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: Male

Suleyman Kerimov is the owner of the financial and industrial group Nafta Moscow. The 
net worth of Kerimov and his family is estimated at USD 9,8 billion. He received large 
sums of money from Sergei Roldugin, who is the caretaker of Vladimir Putin’s wealth.

On 24 February 2022, Kerimov attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin with 
Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend this meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine.

15.3.2022

He is therefore a leading businessperson involved in economic sectors providing a 
substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is 
responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

892 Tigran Oganesovich 
KHUDAVERDYAN  
(Russian:Тигран Оганесович 
ХУДАВЕРДЯН)

Executive Director & Deputy CEO at Yandex 
NV

DOB: 28.12.1981

POB: Yerevan, Armenia

Nationality: Armenian

Gender; male

Tigran Khudaverdyan is the executive director of Yandex – one of the leading technology 
companies in Russia, which specializes in intelligent products and services powered by 
machine learning. Yandex’s former head of news accused the company of being a “key 
element in hiding information” from Russians about the war in Ukraine. Moreover, the 
company has been warning Russian users looking for news about Ukraine on its search 
engine of unreliable information on the internet, after the Russian Government 
threatened Russian media over what they publish.

15.3.2022
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On 24 February 2022, Khudaveryan attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin with 
Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend that meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine. 
Furthermore, he is one of the leading business persons involved in economic sectors 
providing a substantial source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, 
which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

893 Vladimir Valerievich 
RASHEVSKY / Vladimir 
Valeryevich RASHEVSKIY

(Russian: Владимир 
Валерьевич РАШЕВСКИЙ)

Chief Executive Officer & Director at 
EuroChem Group AG

DOB: 29.09.1973

POB: Moscow, Russian Federation

Nationality: Russian

Gender: male

Vladimir Rashevsky is the CEO and Director of EuroChem Group AG, one of the world’s 
largest producers of mineral fertilisers. Previously (between 2004 and 2020) he was the 
CEO of a coal company JSC SUEK. These are major Russian companies, co-owned by 
Russian billionaire Andrei Melnichenko, which generate and provide substantial revenue 
to the Russian government. They also cooperate with Russian authorities, including 
Vladimir Putin. EuroChem Group companies supplied ammonia nitrate to the occupied 
areas of Donbas. SUEK signed contracts with Crimean sanatoriums for employee’s 
health programs.

He is therefore supporting, materially or financially, or benefitting from the Government 
of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for the annexation of Crimea and the 
destabilisation of Ukraine.

On 24 February 2022, Rashevsky attended a meeting of oligarchs at the Kremlin with 
Vladimir Putin to discuss the impact of the course of action in the wake of Western 
sanctions. The fact that he was invited to attend that meeting shows that he is a member 
of the inner circle of oligarchs close to Vladimir Putin and that he is supporting or 
implementing actions or policies which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, as well as stability and security in Ukraine.
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‘57 ROSNEFT AERO (RN AERO) 
(Russian: Роснефть-Аэро / 
РН-Аэро)

Address: 15, Malaya Kaluzhskaya Str., 
Moscow, 119071, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (499) 517-76-56;  
+7 (499) 517-76-55 (fax)

Website: https://www.rosneft-aero.ru/en/

Email: info@rn-aero.rosneft.ru

Rosneft Aero delivers jet fuel to the Simferopol Airport, which provides air flight 
connection between the territory of the illegally annexed Crimea and Sevastopol and 
Russia. It thus contributes to the consolidation of the Crimean Peninsula into the 
Russian Federation.

Therefore, Rosneft Aero supports, materially or financially, actions which undermine or 
threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

58 JSC ROSOBORONEXPORT 
(Russian: AO 
Рособоронэкспорт)

Address: 27 Stromynka Str., Moscow, 
107076, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (495) 739 60 17 /  
+7 (495) 534 61 40

Website: http://roe.ru/eng/

Email: roe@roe.ru

Rosoboronexport is Russia’s only official state intermediary for the export and import of 
military and dual-use products, technologies and services. Rosoboronexport is a 
subsidiary company of Rostec, a state owned corporation that oversees the research and 
development of military technologies, and owns several production facilities which play 
an instrumental role in the deployment of those technologies into operation on the 
battlefield. Arms sales provide an important source of hard currency to the Russian 
government. They are also used to advance Russia’s economic and strategic objectives. 
From 2000 to 2020 Rosoboronexport sold USD 180 billion worth of arms to foreign 
customers.

Therefore, Rosoboronexport is involved in economic sectors providing a substantial 
source of revenue to the Government of the Russian Federation, which is responsible for 
the annexation of Crimea and the destabilisation of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

59 JSC NPO High Precision 
Systems (Russian: АО НПО 
Высокоточные комплексы)

Address: 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow, 121059, 
Russian Federation

Telephone:+7 (495) 981-92-77  
fax: +7 (495) 981-92-78

Email: npovk@npovk.ru

Website: https://www.npovk.ru

High Precision Systems is a Russian developer and manufacturer of weapons. It is a 
leader in the engineering and production of tactical ballistic missile systems in Russia. 
High Precision Systems is a Rostec subsidiary.

The Russian Armed Forces used weapons produced by the High Precision Systems 
during the illegal Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022. Therefore, High Precision 
Systems is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions which 
undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of 
Ukraine.
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60 JSC Kurganmashzavod 
(Russian: ПАО 
Курганмашзавод)

Address: 17 1J Mashinostroitely Ave., 
640021, Kurgan, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (3522) 23-20-83,  
+7 (3522) 47-19-99;  
Fax: +7 (3522) 23-20-71,  
+7 (3522) 23-20-82

Email: kmz@kmz.ru

Website: https://www.kurganmash.ru

Kurganmashzavod is a major Russian military-industrial-complex company. The BMP-3 
infantry fighting vehicles delivered by the Kurganmashzavod to the Russian Armed 
Forces were used by Russia during the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022.

Therefore, Kurganmashzavod is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

61 JSC Russian Helicopters 
(Russian: AO Вертолеты 
России)

Address: 1 Bolshaya Pionerskaya Str., 
115054, Moscow, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (495) 981-63-67

Website:http://www.russianhelicopters.aero

Email: info@rhc.aero

Russian Helicopters is a major Russian helicopter manufacturing company. The Ka-52 
“Alligator” military helicopters produced by Russian Helicopters were used by Russia 
during the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022.

Therefore, Russian Helicopters is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

62 PJSC United Aircraft 
Corporation (Russian: ПАО 
Объединённая 
авиастроительная 
корпорация)

Address: 1 Bolshaya. Pionerskaya Str., 
115054, Moscow, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 (495) 926-1420

Website: https://www.uacrussia.ru/

Email: office@uacrussia.ru

United Aircraft Corporation is a Russian manufacturer of civil and military aircraft. 
Together with its affiliate companies it controls 100 % of Russia’s military aircraft 
production.

The fighter aircraft produced by United Aircraft Corporation were used by Russia during 
the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022.

Therefore, United Aircraft Corporation is responsible for supporting, materially or 
financially, actions which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty 
and independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

63 JSC United Shipbuilding 
Corporation (Russian: АО 
Объединённая 
Судостроительная 
Корпорация)

Address: 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str., 
Moscow 115184, Russian Federation

Telephone: +7 495 617 33 00

Website: https://www.aoosk.ru

Email: info@aoosk.ru

The United Shipbuilding Corporation is a Russian state-owned shipbuilding 
conglomerate, which is the main provider of military warships to the Russian Navy. It 
owns multiple shipyards and design bureaus.

The “Pyotr Morgunov” project 11711 large landing ship, built by the United 
Shipbuilding Corporation, took part in the illegal Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022. 
The “Vasily Bykov” project 22160 patrol ship of the Black Sea Fleet, designed by United 
Shipbuilding Corporation, also participated in the Russian aggression against Ukraine.
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Furthermore, “Almaz” design bureau, owned by the United Shipbuilding Corporation, 
developed the project 22800 corvettes, some of which were built at the shipyards 
located on the territory of the illegally annexed Crimea and Sevastopol, which 
contributed to the militarization of the Crimean Peninsula.

Therefore, JSC United Shipbuilding Corporation is responsible for supporting, 
materially or financially, actions, which undermine or threaten the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

64 JSC Research and Production 
Corporation 
URALVAGONZAVOD 
(Russian: АО “Научно- 
производственная 
корпорация 
УралВагонЗавод”)

Address: 28 Vostochnoe shosse., 622007, 
Nizhny Tagil, Sverdlovsk region, Russian 
Federation

Telephone: +7 3435 34 5000;  
+7 3435 33 47 12

Email: web@uvz.ru

Website: http://uralvagonzavod.ru

Uralvagonzavod is a large Russian machine building corporation. It is the only military 
tank manufacturer in Russia.

The T-72B3 tanks delivered by Uralvagonzavod to the Russian Armed Forces were used 
by Russia during the illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022. Therefore, Uralvagonzavod is 
responsible for supporting, materially or financially, actions which undermine or 
threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

15.3.2022

65 JSC Zelenodolsk Shipyard [A. 
M. Gorky Zelenodolsk Plant] 
(Russian: АО 
“Зеленодольский завод имени 
А. М. Горького”)

Address: 5, Zavodskaya Str., 422546 
Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan, Russian 
Federation

Telephone:+7 (84371) 5-76-10,  
Fax: +7 (84371) 5-78-00

Website: https://www.zdship.ru

Email: nfo@zdship.ru

Zelenodolsk Shipyard is one of the largest shipbuilding enterprises in Russia. It built the 
“Vasily Bykov” Black Sea Fleet patrol ship, which took part in the illegal Russian invasion 
of Ukraine in 2022. On 24 February 2022 “Vasily Bykov” attacked Ukrainian soldiers 
defending Snake Island.

Therefore, Zelenodolsk Shipyard is responsible for supporting, materially or financially, 
actions which undermine or threatened the territorial integrity, sovereignty and 
independence of Ukraine.
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COUNCIL DECISION (CFSP) 2022/430 

of 15 March 2022

amending Decision 2014/512/CFSP concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia’s actions 
destabilising the situation in Ukraine 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,

Having regard to the Treaty on European Union, and in particular Article 29 thereof,

Having regard to the proposal from the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy,

Whereas:

(1) On 31 July 2014, the Council adopted Decision 2014/512/CFSP (1).

(2) The Union remains unwavering in its support for Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity.

(3) On 24 February 2022, the President of the Russian Federation announced a military operation in Ukraine and 
Russian armed forces began an attack on Ukraine. That attack is a blatant violation of the territorial integrity, 
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine.

(4) In its conclusions of 24 February 2022, the European Council condemned in the strongest possible terms the 
Russian Federation’s unprovoked and unjustified military aggression against Ukraine. By its illegal military actions, 
Russia is grossly violating international law and the principles of the UN Charter and undermining European and 
global security and stability. The European Council called for the urgent preparation and adoption of a further 
individual and economic sanctions package.

(5) In view of the gravity of the situation, and in response to Russia’s military aggression against Ukraine, it is 
appropriate to introduce further restrictive measures. In particular, it is appropriate to prohibit all transactions with 
certain state-owned companies. It is also appropriate to prohibit the provision of any credit rating services, as well as 
access to any subscription services in relation to credit rating activities, to any Russian person or entity. Moreover, it 
is appropriate to tighten the export restrictions regarding dual-use goods and technology as well as goods and 
technology which might contribute to the technological enhancement of Russia’s defence and security sector, and to 
expand the list of persons connected to Russia’s defence and industrial base, which are subject to those restrictions. 
Furthermore, it is appropriate to prohibit new investments in the Russian energy sector, and to introduce a 
comprehensive export restriction on equipment, technology and services for the energy industry in Russia, with the 
exception of nuclear industry and the downstream sector of energy transport. Finally, it is appropriate to introduce 
further trade restrictions concerning iron and steel, as well as luxury goods.

(6) Further action by the Union is needed in order to implement certain measures.

(7) Decision 2014/512/CFSP should therefore be amended accordingly,

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

Article 1

Decision 2014/512/CFSP is amended as follows:

(1) the following Article is inserted:

‘Article 1aa

1. It shall be prohibited to directly or indirectly engage in any transaction with:

(a) a legal person, entity or body established in Russia, which is publically controlled or with over 50 % public 
ownership or in which Russia, its Government or the Russian Central Bank has the right to participate in profits 
or with which Russia, its Government or the Russian Central Bank has other substantial economic relationship, 
as listed in Annex X;

(1) Council Decision 2014/512/CFSP of 31 July 2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's actions destabilising the 
situation in Ukraine (OJ L 229, 31.7.2014, p. 13).
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(b) a legal person, entity or body established outside the Union whose proprietary rights are directly or indirectly 
owned for more than 50 % by an entity listed in Annex X; or

(c) a legal person, entity or body acting on behalf or at the direction of an entity referred to in point (a) or (b) of this 
paragraph.

2. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 15 May 2022 of contracts concluded 
before 16 March 2022 or ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

3. The prohibition in paragraph 1 shall not apply to:

(a) transactions which are strictly necessary for the purchase, import or transport of fossil fuels, in particular coal, oil 
and natural gas, as well as titanium, aluminium, copper, nickel, palladium and iron ore from or through Russia 
into the Union;

(b) transactions related to energy projects outside Russia in which a legal person, entity or body listed in Annex X is a 
minority shareholder.’;

(2) the following Article is inserted:

‘Article 1g

1. It shall be prohibited as of 15 April 2022 to provide credit rating services to any Russian national or natural 
person residing in Russia or any legal person, entity or body established in Russia.

2. It shall be prohibited as of 15 April 2022 to provide access to any subscription services in relation to credit 
rating activities to any Russian national or natural person residing in Russia or any legal person, entity or body 
established in Russia.

3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to nationals of a Member State or natural persons having a temporary or 
permanent residence permit in a Member State.’;

(3) in Article 3, paragraph 7 is replaced by the following:

‘7. When deciding on requests for authorisations in accordance with paragraphs 4 and 5, the competent 
authorities shall not grant an authorisation if they have reasonable grounds to believe that:

(i) the end-user might be a military end-user, a natural or legal person, entity or body listed in Annex IV or that the 
goods might have a military end-use;

(ii) the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1 or the provision of related 
technical or financial assistance is intended for aviation or the space industry; or

(iii) the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1 or the provision of related 
technical or financial assistance is intended for the energy sector, unless such a sale, supply, transfer or export or 
the related technical or financial assistance is allowed under the exceptions referred to in paragraphs 3 to 6 of 
Article 4.’;

(4) in Article 3a, paragraph 7 is replaced by the following:

‘7. When deciding on requests for authorisations in accordance with paragraphs 4 and 5 of this Article, the 
competent authorities shall not grant an authorisation if they have reasonable grounds to believe that:

(i) the end-user might be a military end-user, a natural or legal person, entity or body listed in Annex IV or that the 
goods might have a military end-use;

(ii) the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1 or the provision of related 
technical or financial assistance is intended for aviation or the space industry; or

(iii) the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1 or the provision of related 
technical or financial assistance is intended for the energy sector, unless such a sale, supply, transfer or export or 
the related technical or financial assistance is allowed under the exceptions referred to in paragraphs 3 to 6 of 
Article 4.’;
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(5) in Article 3b, paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:

‘1. With regard to the natural or legal persons, entities or bodies listed in Annex IV, by way of derogation from 
Articles 3 and 3a of this Decision, and without prejudice to the authorisation requirements pursuant to Regulation 
(EU) 2021/821, the competent authorities of the Member States may only authorise the sale, supply, transfer or 
export of dual-use goods and technology and the goods and technology referred to in Article 3a of this Decision, or 
the provision of related technical or financial assistance after having determined:

(a) that such goods or technology or the related technical or financial assistance are necessary for the urgent 
prevention or mitigation of an event likely to have a serious and significant impact on human health and safety 
or the environment; or

(b) that such goods or technology or the related technical or financial assistance are due under contracts concluded 
before 26 February 2022, or ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such a contract, provided that the 
authorisation is requested before 1 May 2022.’;

(6) Article 4 is replaced by the following:

‘Article 4

1. It shall be prohibited to sell, supply, transfer or export, directly or indirectly, certain goods and technology 
suited to certain categories of exploration and production projects, whether or not originating in the Union, to any 
natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia, including its Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf, or for 
use in Russia, including its Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf.

The Union shall take the necessary measures in order to determine the relevant items to be covered by this paragraph.

2. It shall be prohibited to:

(a) provide technical assistance, brokering services or other services related to the goods and technology referred to 
in paragraph 1 and to the provision, manufacture, maintenance and use of those goods and technology, directly 
or indirectly to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia, or for use in Russia;

(b) provide financing or financial assistance related to the goods and technology referred to in paragraph 1 for any 
sale, supply, transfer or export of those goods and technology, or for the provision of related technical assistance, 
brokering services or other services, directly or indirectly to any natural or legal person, entity or body in Russia, 
or for use in Russia.

3. The prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the sale, supply, transfer or export of goods or 
technology, or to the provision of technical or financial assistance, necessary for:

(a) the transport of fossil fuels, in particular coal, oil and natural gas, from or through Russia into the Union; or

(b) the urgent prevention or mitigation of an event likely to have a serious and significant impact on human health 
and safety or the environment.

4. The prohibitions in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply to the execution until 17 September 2022 of an 
obligation arising from a contract concluded before 16 March 2022, or ancillary contracts necessary for the 
execution of such a contract, provided that the competent authority has been informed at least five working days in 
advance.

5. The prohibitions in paragraph 2 shall not apply to the provision of insurance or reinsurance to any legal person, 
entity or body that is incorporated or constituted under the law of a Member State with regard to its activities outside 
the energy sector in Russia.

6. By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 2, the competent authorities may authorise, under such conditions 
as they deem appropriate, the sale, supply, transfer or export and the provision of technical or financial assistance, 
after having determined that:

(a) it is necessary for ensuring critical energy supply within the Union; or
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(b) it is intended for the exclusive use of entities owned, or solely or jointly controlled by a legal person, entity or 
body which is incorporated or constituted under the law of a Member State.

7. The Member State or Member States concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of 
any authorisation granted under paragraph 6 within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(7) Article 4a is replaced by the following:

‘Article 4a

1. It shall be prohibited to:

(a) acquire any new or extend any existing participation in any legal person, entity or body incorporated or 
constituted under the law of Russia or any other third country and operating in the energy sector in Russia;

(b) grant or be part of any arrangement to grant any new loan or credit or otherwise provide financing, including 
equity capital, to any legal person, entity or body incorporated or constituted under the law of Russia or any 
other third country and operating in the energy sector in Russia, or for the documented purpose of financing 
such a legal person, entity or body;

(c) create any new joint venture with any legal person, entity or body incorporated or constituted under the law of 
Russia or any other third country and operating in the energy sector in Russia;

(d) provide investment services directly related to the activities referred to in points (a), (b) and (c).

2. By way of derogation from paragraph 1 the competent authorities may authorise, under such conditions as they 
deem appropriate, any activity referred to in paragraph 1 after having determined that:

(a) it is necessary for ensuring critical energy supply within the Union, as well as the transport of fossil fuels, in 
particular coal, oil and natural gas, from or through Russia into the Union; or

(b) it exclusively concerns a legal person, entity or body operating in the energy sector in Russia owned by a legal 
person, entity or body which is incorporated or constituted under the law of a Member State.

3. The Member State or Member States concerned shall inform the other Member States and the Commission of 
any authorisation granted under paragraph 2 within two weeks of the authorisation.’;

(8) in Article 4f, paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:

‘1. The Network Manager for air traffic management network functions of the single European sky shall support 
the Commission and the Member States in ensuring the implementation of, and compliance with, Article 4e. The 
Network Manager shall, in particular, reject all flight plans filed by aircraft operators indicating an intent to carry out 
activities over the territory of the Union that constitute a violation of this Decision, such that the pilot is not 
permitted to fly.’;

(9) the following Articles are inserted:

‘Article 4i

1. It shall be prohibited:

(a) to import, directly or indirectly, iron and steel products into the Union if they:

(i) originate in Russia; or

(ii) have been exported from Russia;

(b) to purchase, directly or indirectly, iron and steel products which are located or which originated in Russia;

(c) to transport iron and steel products if they originated in Russia or are being exported from Russia to any other 
country;
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(d) to provide, directly or indirectly, technical assistance, brokering services, financing or financial assistance, 
including financial derivatives, as well as insurance and re-insurance, related to the prohibitions in points (a), (b) 
and (c).

The Union shall take the necessary measures in order to determine the relevant items to be covered by this paragraph.

2. The prohibitions in paragraph 1 shall not apply to the execution until 17 June 2022 of contracts concluded 
before 16 March 2022, or ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts.

Article 4j

1. It shall be prohibited to sell, supply, transfer or export, directly or indirectly, luxury goods to any natural or legal 
person, entity or body in Russia or for use in Russia.

2. The prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 shall apply to luxury goods insofar as their value exceeds EUR 300 
per item.

3. The prohibition referred to in paragraph 1 shall not apply to goods which are necessary for the official purposes 
of diplomatic or consular missions of Member States or partner countries in Russia or of international organisations 
enjoying immunities in accordance with international law, or to the personal effects of their staff.

4. The Union shall take the necessary measures in order to determine the relevant items to be covered by this 
Article.’;

(10) in Article 7(1), point (a) is replaced by the following:

‘(a) legal persons, entities or bodies listed in Annex I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VIII, IX or X, or referred to in point (b) or (c) of 
Article 1(1), in point (b) or (c) of Article 1(2), in point (c) or (d) of Article 1(3), in point (b) or (c) of Article 1(4), 
in point (a), (b) or (c) of Article 1a, in point (b) or (c) of Article 1aa, in Article 1e, or in Article 1g;’;

(11) the Annexes are amended as set out in the Annex to this Decision.

Article 2

This Decision shall enter into force on the day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

Done at Brussels, 15 March 2022.

For the Council
The President

J.-Y. LE DRIAN
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ANNEX 

(1) In Annex IV to Decision 2014/512/CFSP, the following entries are inserted:

‘Amur Shipbuilding Factory PJSC

AO Center of Shipbuilding and Ship Repairing JSC

AO Kronshtadt

Avant Space LLC

Baikal Electronics

Center for Technological Competencies in Radiophtonics

Central Research and Development Institute Tsiklon

Crocus Nano Electronics

Dalzavod Ship-Repair Center

Elara

Electronic Computing and Information Systems

ELPROM

Engineering Center Ltd.

Forss Technology Ltd.

Integral SPB

JSC Element

JSC Pella-Mash

JSC Shipyard Vympel

Kranark LLC

Lev Anatolyevich Yershov (Ershov)

LLC Center

MCST Lebedev

Miass Machine-Building Factory

Microelectronic Research and Development Center Novosibirsk

MPI VOLNA

N.A. Dollezhal Order of Lenin Research and Design Institute of Power Engineering

Nerpa Shipyard

NM-Tekh

Novorossiysk Shipyard JSC

NPO Electronic Systems

NPP Istok

NTC Metrotek

OAO GosNIIkhimanalit

OAO Svetlovskoye Predpriyatiye Era

OJSC TSRY

OOO Elkomtekh (Elkomtex)

OOO Planar

OOO Sertal

Photon Pro LLC
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PJSC Zvezda

Production Association Strela

Radioavtomatika

Research Center Module

Robin Trade Limited

R. Ye. Alekseyev Central Design Bureau for Hydrofoil Ships

Rubin Sever Design Bureau

Russian Space Systems

Rybinsk Shipyard Engineering

Scientific Research Institute of Applied Chemistry

Scientific-Research Institute of Electronics

Scientific Research Institute of Hypersonic Systems

Scientific Research Institute NII Submikron

Sergey IONOV

Serniya Engineering

Severnaya Verf Shipbuilding Factory

Ship Maintenance Center Zvezdochka

State Governmental Scientific Testing Area of Aircraft Systems (GkNIPAS)

State Machine Building Design Bureau Raduga Bereznya

State Scientific Center AO GNTs RF—FEI A.I. Leypunskiy Physico-Energy Institute

State Scientific Research Institute of Machine Building Bakhirev (GosNIImash)

Tomsk Microwave and Photonic Integrated Circuits and Modules Collective Design Center

UAB Pella-Fjord

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “35th Shipyard”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “Astrakhan Shipyard”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “Aysberg Central Design Bureau”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “Baltic Shipbuilding Factory”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC “Krasnoye Sormovo Plant OJSC”

United Shipbuilding Corporation JSC SC “Zvyozdochka”

United Shipbuilding Corporation “Pribaltic Shipbuilding Factory Yantar”

United Shipbuilding Corporation “Scientific Research Design Technological Bureau Onega”

United Shipbuilding Corporation “Sredne-Nevsky Shipyard”

Ural Scientific Research Institute for Composite Materials

Urals Project Design Bureau Detal

Vega Pilot Plant

Vertikal LLC

Vladislav Vladimirovich Fedorenko

VTK Ltd

Yaroslavl Shipbuilding Factory

ZAO Elmiks-VS

ZAO Sparta

ZAO Svyaz Inzhiniring’;
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(2) the following is added as Annex X to Decision 2014/512/CFSP:

‘ANNEX X

LIST OF STATE OWNED COMPANIES REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 1aa 

OPK OBORONPROM

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

URALVAGONZAVOD

ROSNEFT

TRANSNEFT

GAZPROM NEFT

ALMAZ-ANTEY

KAMAZ

ROSTEC (RUSSIAN TECHNOLOGIES STATE CORPORATION)

JSC PO SEVMASH

SOVCOMFLOT

UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION’
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